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Rwanda Social Security Board
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Executive Summary
Minerals have become an increasingly important source of revenue for Rwanda, showing potential as
an avenue to facilitate growth and economic transformation in the country. Combined export revenues
of tin, tantalum, and tungsten (3T) ore concentrates (cassiterite, coltan and wolframite) reached
USD156 million in 2011, USD136 million in 2012 and USD228 million in 2013. These significant figures raise the question of how revenues from mining operations and mineral trade are distributed
along supply chains in the country, including direct stakeholders, local communities as well as the
government. They further require the analysis of future growth models and options for productivity
improvements, given that Artisanal and Small-scale Mining (ASM) represents the dominant production
source for Rwandan minerals to date.
At the same time, international regulations and guidelines, such as the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD) guidance on supply chain due diligence for the above minerals,
increasingly impact on market access and customer diversification of Rwandan 3T mineral exports.
Implementation of due diligence activities (including institutionalized program approaches through
mineral certification and traceability) are associated with costs for the private sector and the government as well. The due diligence levies charged from the private sector to auto-finance the current
traceability system in Rwanda need to be considered when discussing the economic sustainability of
mining operations and the feasibility of due diligence program implementation, considering both the
current ASM nature of the sector as well as its international competitiveness.
Against this background, this report was conceived as a means to evaluate the distribution of revenue
along 3T mineral supply chains in Rwanda, from the miners at the mine site itself, whether directly
employed by the concession holder or a sub-contractor, through the mining company or cooperative,
via the tier of internal traders, all the way to the mineral concentrates’ upgrading and aggregation at
the export stage where they are sold to downstream buyers beyond Rwanda’s borders. As part of this
supply chain analysis, there is also a focus on the implementation costs pertaining to due diligence
measures introduced to provide assurance for smelters and downstream purchasers as to the conflictfree integrity of mineral supply chains originating in Rwanda (as an eastern neighbour state of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo).
The study is based on a concept developed by the Geology and Mines Department (GMD) of the Rwanda Natural Resources Authority (RNRA) in partnership with the German Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR). While the initial focus of the study concept was on supply chain
analysis as per the above, during the course of this study it was additionally requested that potential
mineral supply chain “efficiencies” and “solutions” be identified and evaluated in an overall context of
analysing the sector’s growth and development potential. This injunction was thus subsequently incorporated as one of the objectives of the research, also owing to the fact that many issues are interlinked.
The findings presented in this report are based on field research carried out in May-June 2014 by two
teams, made up of independent consultants as well as GMD and BGR counterparts, in four districts, at
20 different 3T mine sites. The mining companies and cooperatives, as well as their sites, were selected by GMD as a representative sample of Rwanda’s mining sector, covering the whole spectrum from
small companies and cooperatives with manual operations to relatively large foreign companies running semi-industrial mines. This was supplemented by research carried out at six mineral traders and
exporters, four district offices, as well as relevant national authorities. On-site interviews took place
with 285 miners (in focus groups) as well as mine management at each site. A range of other interlocutors was interviewed, including from various other government agencies, international development
partners, local government, local communities, and the private sector, such as the Rwanda Mining As-
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sociation (RMA). This was complemented by thorough analysis and cross-verification of documents
and records made available for the present study by all of the above stakeholders.
In recent years, the Rwandan mining sector has been frequently cited as a significant driver of economic growth. Its 3T mineral exports in 2012 and 2013 were more than double those of coffee and tea
combined, the traditional agricultural mainstays of Rwanda’s export economy. The mining sector also
offers significant off-farm employment opportunities with a low qualification threshold for unskilled
miners. It is probable that Rwanda’s mining sector will continue to serve as major motor for economic
development in the coming years, provided that current efforts both to formalise and build sectorial
technical capacity (especially with regard to mine management, productivity and recoverability) are
augmented.
There is evidence from among the miner focus groups interviewed that mining income at a monthly
median of RWF60,000 (ca. USD90) per miner allows providing for another four dependants, implying
that through the activities of the ca. 34,000 miners in the country a total of 170,000 livelihoods, about
1.5% of the population of Rwanda, are sustained. In part, this is facilitated through concomitant livelihood diversification, with miners reinvesting their personal mining-derived income into additional
forms of income-generating activities, such as livestock, bee-keeping, and moto taxis. These secondary
livelihoods also provide further employment opportunities for others outside the mining sector, such
as moto taxi drivers and cattle herders. Our results suggest that the better paid or productive miners
have been able to diversify their livelihoods. On the other hand, those miners in the bottom quartile for
mining-related income tended to have no sources of alternative income.
Research indicates that the further upstream the less agency is afforded to the actor in the supply
chain. Thus, mine workers themselves tend to be the most passive participants, with mineral exporters
in the strongest position, usually better able to set a price for minerals, which then ripples back along
the supply chain upstream where miners are paid based on their team’s production, whether by the
license-holding mining company or cooperative or by a subcontractor working with the former. As a
median value, miners currently receive about 40-44% of the adjusted export value of cassiterite, wolframite and mixed cassiterite-coltan pre-concentrates. Overall, the prices miners receive for their production have stayed relatively constant over the last years; fluctuations did occur in some cases, but
these seem unsystematic across the whole sample and are not directly related to mineral export prices
(which themselves tend to track international metal prices). Where significant local mineral price differentials exist, these may act as incentives for miners to illegally sell their minerals to other stakeholders.
Estimates based on collected data suggest that, on average, mineral exporters recover ~20% of the
adjusted mineral export value through their treatment charge, the latter comprising operational costs
(also including due diligence levies and taxes at the export level) as well as profit. Exporters tend to
pass due diligence levies on to their suppliers (mining companies and cooperatives), though this is often not clearly documented in the case of smaller companies. As due diligence costs are not directly
reflected in the mineral purchasing prices offered to individual mine workers, it seems they are currently mainly absorbed by mining companies. A new mining royalty (4% on the value of 3T mineral
exports) introduced in late 2013 currently seems to be absorbed by exporters themselves. Overall, export price trends for Rwandan minerals closely mirror international spot market price trends (or best
estimates thereof) for tin, tantalum and tungsten, if typical concentrate export grades are assumed and
typical costs (e.g., smelter treatment charges) are considered. This indicates that export values of
Rwandan minerals are correctly declared, in contrast to some neighbouring countries where declared
local 3T export prices are often significantly lower than international reference prices.
In response to international due diligence needs and as a way to facilitate access of 3T minerals to
overseas markets without significant price penalties, the iTSCi traceability scheme has been integrated
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into Rwanda’s national mining regulatory system and has been jointly implemented by GMD and ITRI
(including its contracted implementation partners) across the whole 3T mining and trading sector
since 2011. The resulting costs for iTSCi implementation are significant; they are auto-financed
through adjustable levies and fees collected at the exporter level for ITRI and GMD, respectively. Applying the current levies and assuming typical export grades of 3T concentrates indicates that, on average, iTSCi costs represent ca. 2-4% of the mineral export value (at current average export prices
without consideration of additional internal due diligence costs of affected companies). While these
relative costs have stayed broadly constant from 2011-2013, modelled (in the absence of a publicly
available budget summary) total iTSCi levies and fees collected from the mining sector have increased
steadily during this time period, reflecting concomitant increases in overall 3T export figures. A model
calculation, verified by individual data of some exporters, indicates total iTSCi contributions of ca.
USD6 million to ITRI and GMD by the Rwandan mineral industry in 2013.
Greater transparency in terms of iTSCi levy-setting, budget justification, and cost distribution along the
supply chain would serve the interests of the Rwandan mining industry and the Government in order
to enable the evaluation of the relationship, if any, between the level of operational costs and iTSCi’s
efficiency. This becomes particularly relevant when considering recent progress in national- and regional-level rollout of the ICGLR Regional Certification Mechanism (RCM), also mandatory in Rwanda
by Ministerial Order from 2012, and including requirements for third party audits and risk assessments similar to functions currently covered by iTSCi. It is in the interests of Rwanda’s mining sector
and the Government to ensure the lowest possible due diligence costs, while maintaining and optimising both the integrity and external credibility of the due diligence process, given that such costs put
pressure on the commercial competiveness of the national mining sector and are passed upstream to
the mining company or cooperative, so lessening the latter’s margin and reducing scope for reinvestment for further sector growth.
Analysis of supply chain members or stakeholders (miners and subcontractors, mining companies, cooperatives, traders and exporters, service and good providers, national- and district-level revenue collectors) reveals that most beneficiaries of mining in Rwanda directly or indirectly re-contribute their
mining-derived income to fuel the national economy. Direct economic benefits are commonly created
for local communities due to the fact that mining-related migration in Rwanda is very limited and
most, though not all miners are of local origin. As such, mining activities are often recognized positively at a local level, unlike in other countries where significant foreign work forces may disturb local
communities and mining companies need to undertake more efforts to obtain their “social license to
operate”. Overall, our analysis indicates that the majority of total mineral export revenues stay within
the country, though re-investment of revenues into the mining sector itself is currently very limited,
and tax compliance at the level of mining companies and mine workers (as opposed to exporters)
seems relatively low.
Streamlining of the supply chain, such as in the Rwandan government’s recent move to cut out the internal trader tier, may well liberate added margin for actors further upstream, whether for the miners
themselves and their families, or for mining companies’ reinvestment into the mining sector. The latter
is much needed as there is limited current access to credit for mining entities from financial institutions; internal loans are provided by some mineral exporters to their suppliers but these often simply
reflect pre-financing arrangements. Skill gaps on business planning and mine development as well as
mineral exploration imply that credit facilities, even if available, may be misused by mining companies
to cover operational costs of their operations rather than investment being directed towards productivity improvements and the future growth of the sector. This exemplifies the need for a holistic approach including capacity building to manage the current undercapitalisation of the sector.
Challenges do exist. Besides the issues of undercapitalisation and lack of access to credit (though reportedly there are indications that financial institutions are slowly beginning to take a more construc-
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tive and enabling view of the sector), improved record keeping and data management on the part of
companies and cooperatives is critical for effective due diligence implementation as well as business
planning. Indeed, lack of reliable data on account of poor collation or record keeping (or low internal
data plausibility) was a challenge for the quantitative aspects of this study. Building capacity in technical and administrative data, process and mine management, as well as other skills and knowledge
transfer, are crucial for continued development of the mining sector.
Yet, it should be stressed that the challenges adumbrated are at the same time opportunities, which
can be grasped and exploited for continued development of the mining sector. In that context, and
based on the study’s core findings, we make a range of recommendations, such as implementation of a
sector-wide skills and knowledge transfer effort, in particular through private sector peer-learning;
improved access to credit, through sensitisation of local banks regarding the mining sector, as well as
development of imaginative potential funding solutions (e.g. possible ring-fencing of a proportion of
the 4% royalty tax for a fund offering mining companies access to loans); trialling further streamlining
of the supply chain, through potential grouping of larger-scale mining companies into an exporting
consortium; enhanced policies to benefit local communities; and technical upgrades and transition to
appropriate mechanisation of manually operated mines while considering the employment effects of
this process.
Progress in recent years has been impressive; and the key challenge lies in maintaining the mining sector’s momentum. In terms of real GDP, mining was the fastest growing sector in 2013, at 41%. The
general mining governance environment is encouraging. Following adoption of a new mining code in
2014, there has been issuance of long-term exploitation permits, a key prerequisite for potential investors. While it is important to be realistic about the underlying strengths and weaknesses of the mining
sector, ultimately dependent as it is upon ore bodies rather than innovations in mining governance,
Rwanda is well placed to leverage efficiencies in revenue distribution through potential supply chain
streamlining and a range of measures to encourage increased reinvestment for growth in the mining
sector.
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1

Introduction

There is a long, almost 100-year mining history for tin, tungsten and tantalum (3T) ores in Rwanda,
presently mainly manifested as artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM), with a semi-erratic ebb and
flow of production over the years in response to a host of internal and external factors. Mining in
Rwanda nowadays forms one of the fastest growing sectors and makes increasingly important contributions to off-farm employment in rural areas while also being one of the most significant foreign direct investment (FDI) target sectors. The 3T ore minerals – cassiterite, wolframite and tantalite (coltan) – represent Rwanda’s most important export product. In this regard, creating the environment for
sustaining and further enabling growth of the mining sector represents a priority for the Rwandan
government, and ambitious sector targets have been formulated regarding its contribution to national
development.
At the same time, the sector – with its current focus on three main mineral products – shows little diversification and is vulnerable to external parameters such as international market access and price
fluctuations. Globally common ASM formalisation challenges characterise the complex mineral supply
chains with members operating within, outside or on the margins of the regulatory framework. Regarding the latter, the Rwandan government has taken efforts to establish responsible practice in the
mining sector through appropriate sector governance and regulation, followed up by on-the-ground
progress, both at a national level (e.g., through piloting the Certified Trading Chains approach from
2008-2011, and with the progressive rollout of the ITRI tin supply chain initiative, iTSCi, since late
2010) and integrated into the regional context as a driving member state of International Conference
on the Great Lakes Region’s (ICGLR) Regional Initiative against the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources (RINR).
In recent years, an international multi-stakeholder process hosted by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) has developed voluntary guidelines on due diligence sourcing
standards for 3T minerals and gold, and their derivatives. Catalysed through the passing of the US
Dodd-Frank Act and its provisions for mineral sourcing from the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC) and neighbouring countries such as Rwanda, international tin, tungsten and tantalum as well as
gold supply chain stakeholders have established the Conflict-free Smelter Program (CFSP) which is
increasingly establishing itself as one of the global standards for smelters, processors and refiners in
order to meet international due diligence expectations. Virtually all Rwandan 3T exports nowadays
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pass through smelters seeking CFSP-compliance, and Rwandan supply chain stakeholders are hence
requested to comply with upstream due diligence requirements on conflict-free sourcing aligned with
the OECD standards and CFSP procedures. This is done using institutionalised due diligence systems
on mineral traceability and certification to manage conflict risks, e.g., via iTSCi and the RINR. Through
this approach, Rwanda can maintain access to preferred overseas markets and drive customer diversification for its mineral exports.
A number of questions arise in the above context. Who are the beneficiaries of mining in Rwanda, and
how much of the significant annual export earnings (ca. USD100-200 million) stays in the country? Can
the importance and perspectives of mining’s contribution to the growing industrial sector and to the
economy as a whole be sustained and further increased, and what measures would support such an
outcome? Equally, the economic impact of supply chain due diligence implementation has yet to be
considered: how is the cost of due diligence shared along the mineral supply chain? Is the burden equitably shared; and has that distribution had positive or negative impact on the potential for future
growth of the mining sector?
To evaluate these questions, the Rwanda Natural Resources Authority / Geology and Mines Department (RNRA/GMD) in partnership with the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources
(BGR) developed the concept for the present evaluation and analysis study. This study is facilitated in
the framework of a regional cooperation program of Germany with the ICGLR and represents a Rwandan contribution to the implementation of the RINR. The key objective of this study is to provide qualitative and quantitative analysis of mining revenue streams and the costs associated with implementation of due diligence along mineral supply chains in Rwanda, defining the beneficiaries within and outside the mining sector and within and outside Rwanda. It is also hoped that the recommendations and
conclusions from this study will support the Rwandan mining regulator’s strategy development, in
particular as it relates to optimising sustainable sector growth planning and further formalisation of
the mostly artisanal activities in Rwanda, as well as installation of a robust and economically sustainable mineral certification and due diligence framework.
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2

2

Overview of Methodology

The present study is based on field research undertaken in Rwanda by a team comprised of ELL researchers and counterpart staff from BGR and RNRA/GMD. The study was designed as a pilot, focusing
on mining activities in four districts – Rulindo, Muhanga, Rutsiro and Kayonza (see Figure 1) selected
by RNRA/GMD. The analysis reported here is based on a five-week period of fieldwork in these districts (May-June 2014), during which the research team conducted interviews (in English, French or
Kinyarwanda as appropriate) with national and district-level government departments, a representative selection of companies and cooperatives, individual mine workers and contractors, traders, exporters and other available sources that collectively represented the members of the mineral supply
chain and their most significant stakeholders.
The research team identified and acquired available quantitative, semi-quantitative and qualitative
data along the entire supply chain from government and private sector sources:
1. Quantitative (measured numerically) and semi-quantitative data (relative comparisons but not
absolute values) acquired verbally and in written form from multiple government and mining
sector sources using standardised questionnaires and data requirement lists.
2. Qualitative data: subjective data that approximates or characterises an aspect of the Rwandan
mining sector (including its stakeholders), acquired using semi-structured interviews and
open-ended questions to probe different issues in the Rwandan mining sector.
A decision to split the research team into two smaller teams was taken at an early stage in the study
planning process, to ensure inclusion of at least 20 mining site visits alongside interviews with other
supply chain members, key stakeholders and data holders. Each smaller team was led by an ELL researcher and supported by one or two counterparts. Reproducibility and harmonisation of the two
teams’ research methodology was addressed through on-going evaluation and comparison of findings.
The preliminary methodology was developed as a desktop exercise prior to the research team beginning work in Rwanda. Calibration and fine-tuning of the methodology were undertaken during the first
week of field work and focused on finalising interview techniques and specific questionnaires and data
checklists for mine workers, mining companies and cooperatives, and exporters. These questionnaires
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and checklists were then used for the remainder of the field work, with minor modifications as the research proceeded. Details on the research methodology were laid out in a separate Inception Report.

Figure 1: Location of selected districts included in this study (map compiled by BGR 2014)

Initially, 25 mine sites were identified by GMD staff as being broadly representative of the wider mining operations in the four districts of interest. From these, ELL researchers selected 20 sites that collectively covered the 3Ts and a broad range of key parameters such as type and size of operation, level
of production, number of employees and location. During the five week period, field work comprised:
1. Visits to 20 mine sites1 and interviews with site management and 285 mine workers2 (each site
was operated by a different mining company or cooperative3), with supplementary data acquisition in Kigali in cases if the company or cooperative had a central office there.
2. Interviews and data acquisition with six traders and exporters in Kigali.
3. Interviews and data acquisition in four district offices to gain a district-level perspective of
mining and its interaction with the local economy.

1

2

3

In terms of mineral production, 2 sites produced cassiterite, 6 sites produced wolframite, 2 sites produced mixed wolframite/cassiterite, 7 sites produced mixed cassiterite/coltan and 3 sites produced mixed cassiterite/wolframite/coltan.
“Mixed” may refer to originally mixed ore assemblages (e.g. cassiterite and coltan both contained in the same ore body) or
indicate a given mine site has several sub-sites with different minerals produced at these sub-sites.
Of the 285 mine workers interviewed, 272 (95.4%) identified themselves as ‘miners’, although this term is also used interchangeably with mineral washer and ore/waste transporter roles, 5 (1.8%) identified themselves specifically as mineral washers, 7 (2.5%) identified themselves as capitas and 2 (0.7%) as other specialists (1 tunnel construction expert
and 1 electrician). Of the interviewed mine workers, 9 were female (3.2%) and 276 were male (96.8%).
Of the 20 sites, 15 were operated by mining companies and 5 were operated by cooperatives.
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4. Interviews and data acquisition with relevant government departments and agencies, including RNRA/GMD and the Ministry of Natural Resources, Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA),
Rwanda Development Board (RDB), Ministry of Finance and the National Bank of Rwanda
(BNR), as well as BGR Rwanda.
A stakeholder consultation workshop was held at the end of the field work period to present initial
findings to attendees from government and the mining sector and gather preliminary feedback on selected study topics. The logistical implementation of field activities was documented in a Field Work
Summary Report.

Study Data Evaluation
This study aims to integrate qualitative, semi-quantitative and qualitative data. While the research team was able to obtain information from all involved stakeholders, challenges often arose when supporting documents were sought and analysed in order to substantiate and verify verbal statements. Challenges either refer to data availability itself, or to the internal data consistency. Overall, from the mining companies and exporters involved in the study, about half can be rated as
“moderate” with respect to data and information quality and coverage, with ca. 25% each rated as “good” and “poor”, respectively. This has implications for the reliability of collected quantitative input data.
The research team undertook efforts to increase the robustness of quantitative data for analysis purposes, where appropriate. This refers to eliminating spikes (outliers) from the dataset where these did not appear to be plausible. Care was
taken to limit such data elimination procedures in order to avoid introducing a systematic bias. Statistically, the research
team resorted to using median values (rather than average values) as this seemed to produce more robust indications as to
“typical” values of a given parameter.
Record-keeping experience and expertise in the investigated sample was extremely variable with financial accounts often
being incomplete and/or managed by persons without adequate or appropriate training. This, in tandem with the widespread reliance on hard copies appears to lead to substantial document loss and misfiling over time. There was limited
(and in some cases, no) data for the period 2009-2012. In part, this reflects that most companies are still young as the privatisation of the Rwandan mining sector itself has only been completed relatively recently. Data coverage for 2013 was
better (even though still incomplete in many cases). Consequently, the study focuses on the present day (2013-2014) economic situation without reaching back to the last 5 years as planned originally.
Information and data gaps have implications for supply chain due diligence. The OECD Due Diligence Guidance recommends that supply chain stakeholders (including ASM enterprises) keep relevant records for a minimum of 5 years. While
most companies do keep iTSCi logbooks on file, part of the information documented therein tends to be incomplete, unclear
or erroneous and does not necessarily cover all relevant due diligence aspects of a given supply chain segment. Initiation of
a training and capacity building programme, notably for smaller companies, aimed at improving their capacities for management of record keeping procedures would hence be beneficial.
The authors have considered the above data limitations carefully and suggest that the findings and models discussed below
are robust to the extent possible while noting the limitations on representative and accurate data availability. For additional information in this regard, the reader is referred to the annex of this study report.
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3

3

Rwanda’s Mining Sector

This section outlines the economic context of Rwanda and the historical development, current characteristics and future growth plans of Rwanda’s mining sector. These form an essential background to
the evaluation of mining revenue streams later on. The final part of this section describes international
and regional mineral due diligence interventions as the base for the subsequent evaluation of due diligence implementation costs along mineral supply chains in Rwanda.
3.1
Macro-economic Context of Mining in Rwanda
While some countries have experienced pronounced economic under-performance and deteriorating
social indices, Rwanda has been the region’s top performer in economic terms. Its macroeconomic performance over the last decade has been consistently impressive, with the economy growing between
2001 and 2011 at a rate of 8.2% per annum, leading to Rwanda being recognised as one of the 10 fastest-growing economies in the world, and of them the only land-locked country (World Bank, 2014). On
a per capita basis, Rwanda’s GDP has increased by 60% since 2010. This strong level of growth was
accompanied by significant progress in poverty reduction, dropping from 59% in 2001 to 45% in
2011. In addition, over the last ten years child mortality fell by two-thirds and primary school enrolment increased so significantly that it is close to universal.
The primary motor of growth and poverty reduction in Rwanda has been the agricultural sector, although the industrial sector, including the mining subsector, as well as the service sector, is becoming
increasingly important. While agriculture’s share of GDP saw a significant drop over the last ten years,
it remains the core of the Rwandan economy, given its central role in terms of employment and income
generation for the majority of households. Between 2001 and 2011, Rwanda’s agricultural production
at household level more than doubled, mainly as a result of increased investments in agricultural inputs, land consolidation and infrastructure.
This increase in agricultural productivity has been paralleled by significant diversification into other,
non-agricultural sources for revenue generation by Rwandan households. The percentage of households with at least one non-agricultural activity increased from 30% in 2001 to 70% in 2011. Diversification into non-farm employment and income-generation, away from exclusive dependency on subsistence agriculture, has had the effect of increasing disposable income, thus driving up consumption
by Rwandan households. Diversification has also enabled rural households to reduce the income risk,
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which is inherent to agricultural activities subject to potential climatic shocks (World Bank, 2013).
Sustaining and facilitating further growth of mining in Rwanda will allow the sector to make an increasingly important contribution in terms of driving further diversification of the national economy
and, thus, sustainable economic development.
3.2
Historical Context of Mining in Rwanda
In the early 20th Century, following their economic success in the initial development of the colonial
Congo's mining sector, Belgian banks and other stakeholders aimed to duplicate their approach by
bringing investment money and skilled personnel (geologists and engineers) to Rwanda-Urundi
which, at that time, represented a League of Nations mandate allotted to Belgium. Following geological
research missions, the first major cassiterite (-coltan) deposit was discovered and developed at Gatumba in 1926; other significant cassiterite and wolframite deposit discoveries and mine developments, mostly initially backed by Belgian banks, followed and, 80 years later, still form the backbone of
the present-day Rwandan mining sector. Coltan mineralization, often genetically associated with cassiterite mineralisation in pegmatite bodies, has only become economically relevant in more recent
times (eventually surpassing cassiterite as the major export earner in 2012).

Figure 2: Historic production/exports of cassiterite concentrate from Rwanda (from Schütte, 2014).

Early annual production peaks of around 2,500-3,000 t of cassiterite, the main 3T mineral by volume
in Rwanda, were achieved during World War II and the Korean War (Figure 2). Subsequently, due to a
focus on short-term production maximisation, investment declined, mining equipment decayed, skills
were lost, and companies gradually turned from mining to “trading”, a sub-contractor model where
mining companies started buying minerals from artisanal miners as subcontractors within their concession rather than directly producing themselves (Schütte, 2014).
After gaining independence in 1962, Rwandans became progressively more involved in the management of the mining companies, which were hitherto controlled by the Belgians. The sector was progressively consolidated and ‘nationalised’ through the Société Minière de Rwanda (SOMIRWA, in which
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the Rwandan state and Belgian banks had sub-equal stakes) from 1973 onwards to promote sector
development. This also included the construction of a tin smelter at Karuruma (near Kigali) in 1982
with a total annual tin production capacity of 3,000 t.4 This approach, however, failed and SOMIRWA
filed for bankruptcy in 1985 as a result of the collapse of the international tin market, problems in refinancing the loan used to construct the Karuruma smelter, and unfavourable development of foreign
exchange rates related to coupling of the Rwandan franc (RWF) to the US dollar (Schütte, 2014). The
liquidation of SOMIRWA led to a virtual suspension of mining activities.
From 1989-1994, the impact of structural adjustment and the collapse of the international coffee market, combined with the creation of two new state-controlled companies (one, the Régie d’Exploitation
et de Développement des Mines, REDEMI, focusing on the larger projects and the other one, the Coopérative de Promotion de l‘Industrie Minière Artisanale au Rwanda, COPIMAR, focusing on artisanal mining) led to a limited resurgence in mining as farmers were forced to diversify out of agriculture (World
Bank, 2014). Following the collapse of all sectors in 1994 and the years after the genocide, and the
government’s decision to liberalise third party mineral trading licenses to non-mining entities, the
mineral sector focus was extended towards the upgrading and re-exporting of mineral concentrates
from the DRC, including the operation of a small tin smelter in the border town of Gisenyi.
Since 2001, the sector started to refocus on development on the base of a progressive re-privatisation
process (culminating in the closure of REDEMI in 2007), including attracting significant foreign investment for several comparatively large (at a local scale), long-standing mining projects. Small Rwandan private companies have progressively occupied large numbers of ASM concessions, and the formalisation of mining cooperatives was aided through establishment of the FECOMIRWA (Fédération
des Coopératives Minières du Rwanda) structure. Further formalisation efforts were undertaken
through the formation of the Rwanda Mining Association
(RMA), which groups together all mining actors in Rwanda.
The government supported recent sector development
through publishing a new mining law in 2008, replaced by
Economic Facts
a still newer version in 2014, the development of a national mining policy in 2010, as well as through state-financed
In terms of real GDP, mining was the fastest growing sector in 2013 (at 41%). Minregional- and national-scale mineral exploration and proing outperformed other industries and the
spection activities and implementation of supply chain due
services sector, but its overall contribution
diligence measures as outlined below.
to GDP remains low (estimated at 1.29%
in 2012).

3.3
Current Characteristics of the Mining Sector
Rwanda’s mining sector represents a blend of artisanal,
small-scale and locally larger mining operations. The level
of investment in artisanal and small-scale operations is
typically low, with greater investment evident at larger
operations (often historic concessions). By early 2014,
Rwanda had issued 548 mining permits to 213 registered
mining companies or cooperatives. Permits vary in size, up
to 400 hectares. Of the 213 mining entities, 38 are cooperatives and members of FECOMIRWA, 5 companies are either
wholly foreign-owned or in joint ventures with government, with the remaining 170 locally owned small companies or cooperatives non-affiliated with FECOMIRWA
(World Bank, 2014).
4

Mining in Rwanda provides direct employment for 34,000 people, ca. 170,000
total dependents (1.5% of population).
Cassiterite (tin ore) – export value of
USD61 million, volume of 4,895 tonnes at
average price of USD12.5 / kg in 2013.
Coltan (tantalum ore) – export value of
USD134.5 million, volume of 2,466 tonnes
at an average price of USD55 / kg in 2013.
Wolframite (tungsten ore) – export value
of USD30 million, volume of 2,217 tonnes
at an average price of USD13.6 / kg in
2013.

The Karuruma smelter is currently owned by a private company. While the smelter is not operational at present, test runs
in recent years documented that the smelting equipment is still functional and the feasibility of re-starting smelting operations is currently being evaluated.
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In addition to the mining companies and cooperatives possessing exploration or exploitation permits,
the mineral supply chain is currently undergoing a transitional phase in which a previously existing
internal trader tier is transitioning either to become an exporter or out of the legal mineral trading
business altogether. There are currently 26 officially recognised exporters.
In terms of current export values, production and export of cassiterite, coltan and wolframite concentrates have become a key motor of the Rwandan economy, with revenue presumed to facilitate augmented growth and potential for economic transformation.

Figure 3: Value of Rwanda’s major exports (data compiled by BGR after BNR 2014)

Over the last decade there has been an increase in the combined export values of 3T concentrates,
reaching USD156 million in 2011, USD136 million in 2012, and USD228 million in 2013. In fact, in
2012 and 2013, combined mineral exports were more than double that of coffee and tea combined, the
traditional mainstay export commodities for the Rwandan economy (Figure 3). Historically, aside from
periods of mining sector disruptions in the 1980s and 1990s, the relative contribution of 3T minerals
to total Rwandan exports has fluctuated within the ca. 20-40% range (MINIFOM, 2010) and continues
to do so to the present day (Figure 4).
In global volume terms, Rwanda is one of the most significant coltan suppliers accounting for almost a
third of the primary tantalum supply in 2012 (Figure 5); combined with other countries falling under
the DFA due diligence reporting requirements (DRC and adjoining countries), the region contributes
more than half of the global primary tantalum supply. However, this also reflects the small size of the
global tantalum market with significant industrial mines, notably in Australia, currently not in production. Rwanda’s global contribution of cassiterite and wolframite in 2012 was negligible. If only producers outside of China are considered (as a geostrategic factor potentially impacting on western supply
chains), however, Rwanda’s global wolframite market share increases to ca. 6% (in 2012; all figures
from internal BGR databases, 2014). Importantly, most of Rwanda’s 3T mineral exports are eventually
processed by smelters and processors active in the Conflict-free Smelter Program (CFSP), a program
supported by downstream industries (notably the electronics industry) in order to demonstrate due
diligence for their products containing conflict minerals (3Ts and gold) as further discussed below.
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Figure 4: Rwandan mineral exports as % of total exports (1998-2013) Bubble diameter is proportionate to
the annual tonnage of minerals produced (e.g. 510 tonnes in 1998 and 5,466 tonnes in 2013; data source: BNR,
pers. comm., mineral exports data 1998-2013).

In terms of mineral volumes, cassiterite is the most significant export at the national scale and has traditionally represented the highest value as well. However, since 2012, coltan has become the most valuable national mineral export, and it is the most profitable mineral for mining operators on a per unit
base.5
3.4
Sector Targets for Growth and Development
The Rwandan government has set ambitious and challenging goals for the development of the mining
sector: export targets for 2017/18 will require a considerable up-scaling of cassiterite production to
8,000 t per year, while the targets for wolframite (2,000 t per year) and coltan (1,000 t per year) have
already been exceeded by declared exports in 2013. In fact, export growth in wolframite and coltan
over the last four years has been substantial, whereas cassiterite exports have tended to grow more
slowly. However, given that mineral-specific annual export volumes are partly affected by spikes
which may deviate from longer-term trends (e.g., cassiterite in 2011, coltan in 2013, wolframite in
2007) quantification of growth trends (as a base for future export predictions) may result in overinterpretation of the data and is hence not recommended. Regressions become statistically more robust when all 3Ts are combined: such combined projections form the base for the government target
for mineral exports to reach USD400 million in 2017/2018. More generally, in its Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy (EPDRS 2), the government has cited mining as a potential contributor to increased employment, exports, and foreign direct investment (FDI).
As of early 2014, the mining sector’s estimated direct employees numbered approximately 34,000. The
government’s 2017 target for the mining sector’s contribution to national employment is 60,000 direct
jobs (World Bank, 2014). In addition, one can estimate that, based on this study’s findings that miners
have four dependants (median value), there are a total of 170,000 Rwandans directly dependent upon
the sector, ca. 1.5% of the total population. This compares to 3.02 million employed in the agriculture,
forestry and fisheries sector and 142,000 employed in the construction sector (NISR, 2014). According

5

However, it should be noted that a recent decline in the international price for coltan will have significantly impacted on
the export revenues generated in 2014.
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to the third Integrated Households Living Conditions Survey (EICV 3), the mining sector provides
more employment than both the tourism and services sectors (NISR, 2014).

Figure 5: Contributions of Rwandan 3T exports to
global supply (BGR-internal databases, 2014;
concentrate figures recalculated to metal contents)

The government also has a target of increasing the share of the mining sector’s contribution to national GDP from 1.2% in 2012 to 5.3% in 2017/18 (World Bank, 2014). According to the BNR, mining was
responsible for most of the foreign investment inflows of USD73 million in 2012 (BNR, 2013). Since
2012, the RDB has registered USD110.5 million in investment commitments for 22 new mining ventures. However, it is important to note the problematic elision between claimed (and sometimes contractually obligated) investment into actual mine development versus operational costs of mining
companies, besides the issue of the stipulated time period for such investment commitments.
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3.5
International and Regional Mineral Due Diligence Interventions and Impacts
Conflict in the region has in part been fuelled by the illegal exploitation and trade of high value natural
resources, ‘conflict minerals’ (3T ores and gold), ivory and timber, especially in regions of the eastern
DRC bordering Rwanda. This prompted the then eleven member states of the ICGLR to commit to the
Regional Initiative against the Illegal Exploitation of Natural Resources (RINR) through their Declaration of Lusaka in 2010. At the international level, a multi-stakeholder working group formulated the
OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and
High-Risk Areas (Due Diligence Guidance). The work was done in close coordination with the UN
Group of Experts on the DRC who documented similar due diligence guidelines in their report to the
Security Council. The ICGLR heads of state endorsed the OECD Due Diligence Guidance through the
Lusaka Declaration and, based on the Guidance, instructed ICLGR member states and Secretariat to
implement the Regional Certification Mechanism (RCM) as a component of the RINR in 2011. The 2010
US Dodd-Frank Wall Street Consumer and Protection Act (Section 1502) and associated regulations
published by the Securities and Exchange Commission in 2012 referenced the Due Diligence Guidance
as a sourcing standard for 3T minerals and gold originating from the DRC and adjoining countries, including Rwanda.
Establishment of these regulatory regimes, regional or national standards caused the electronics industry (as a main industrial user of 3T minerals and gold) to develop programs in response to these
standards and regulations. This refers in particular to the globally implemented Conflict-free Smelter
Program (CFSP) which has progressively expanded its reach to most smelters and processors sourcing
3T minerals from Rwanda and its neighbours. The CFSP essentially refers to an audit of a given smelter but formulates certain upstream sourcing standards for these smelters as a base to be admitted to
the audit process. Currently, CFSP only recognizes the ITRI Tin Supply Chain Initiative (iTSCi) to fully
comply with these sourcing standards. The iTSCi scheme, directed by ITRI as its secretariat, has been
in development since 2009, with an initial focus on upstream (mine to smelter) mineral traceability
through appropriate documentation as well as “bagging and tagging”, but progressively expanded with
its functions aligned with the CFSP due diligence requirements. Reported market-induced price penalties for selling 3T minerals from the Great Lakes region outside of iTSCi and the CFSP are in the range
of 30-60% of the product value thus providing an almost mandatory economic incentive to participate
in the scheme.
As a consequence, supply chain due diligence has progressively become the norm for 3T mineral
sourcing from Rwanda since 2010/2011. In fact, even before, from 2009-2011, Rwanda piloted a comprehensive certification scheme on a voluntary base, Certified Trading Chains (CTC), to promote responsible mining practice in ASM supply chains. Since April 2011, the iTSCi scheme covers all existing
legal mines and exporters in Rwanda, based on a joint implementation agreement by ITRI (and its contract agents) and the government through GMD. As such, Rwanda is the only significant 3T producer in
the region which continuously managed to maintain largely unrestricted market access since the enactment of Dodd-Frank Act in 2010, even though the range of available direct clients contracted, especially in the tin sector.
At the moment, Rwanda focuses on optimising iTSCi implementation while also progressing in terms
of adherence to the RCM - through setting up a national mine inspection scheme (started in 2012) and
initiating the ICGLR export certification process (in late 2013). However, relative to other countries
outside the Great Lakes Region, it is clear that compliance with international and industry-led mineral
traceability and certification systems do incur a certain degree of added internal and external due diligence costs, at a sectoral level, for mining operations in Rwanda. Direct external due diligence costs –
namely the GMD administrative costs for supervision of the traceability system and the ITRI levy for
its implementation of the iTSCi scheme – are passed on to (auto-financed by) Rwandan mining sector
stakeholders through tonnage-based charges levied by GMD and ITRI at the exporter level. Additional
costs related to national RCM implementation, e.g., mine inspections and export certification, are currently absorbed by the Rwandan Government without passing these on to the private sector.
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4

4

Mineral Supply Chain Overview

This section sets out the principal characteristics and links of and among mineral supply chain stakeholder groups.6 A simplified supply chain (and the transformation of ore to the final metal) is shown in
Figure 6. At the international scale, this corresponds to the “upstream” section of the integrated product supply chain (from mine to smelter), where the “downstream” section completes the supply chain
from the smelter to the end user.
For the purposes of this report, the following definitions are used to further differentiate “minerals” in
the supply chain:






6

Ore – the in-situ mixture of valuable mineral(s) and associated gangue (non-valuable minerals);
Pre-concentrate – the mixture of valuable minerals and gangue recovered by targeted mining
(e.g. removal of a vein) and subject to a limited, non-standardized upgrading process (e.g.,
hand panning, ground sluicing);
Concentrate – the output from the standardized processing of pre-concentrate to reduce the
presence of gangue minerals (e.g., shaking tables) and to separate different economic components (e.g., magnetic separation to separate cassiterite and coltan);
Minerals – used to indiscriminately refer to the above economically valuable components in
the upstream supply chain;
Waste – material generated during mining (e.g. overburden or wall rock removed to create access to the ore body) or rejects after processing (e.g. gangue). The latter may still contain valuable components such as fine-grained ore, which was not recovered during processing. Such
material can be deposited as tailings (preserving the option of its future processing to recover
valuable components) or may be lost (e.g., if washed away in a river).

Some companies or their major shareholders play multiple roles (e.g. operating a mine and also acting as an internal trader to supplement its own mined production).
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Figure 6: Simplified mineral supply chain in Rwanda

4.1

Mine Workers in Rwanda – Principal Characteristics

Types of Worker
The majority of mine workers are male. GMD data indicates that in 2013, male workers represented
84% of the mining workforce in Rwanda. In the mine worker sample interviewed during this project,
97% of the sample was male. The average mine worker age was 33 years old (the median age being
30), with no significant difference between male and female workers and a significant majority are
under 40 (see Figure 5).
Mine workers principally consist of miners, mineral washers (hand panning) and ore/waste transporters. Most workers appear to change between these roles as required, although the number of
women working as miners is low. Other specialists such as tunnel experts also exist and often attract a
premium payment for their specific skills.
“Capitas” (team leaders) do not mine, but are responsible for ensuring that workers meet production
targets, assisting with security and overseeing health and safety aspects of the operation. For sites using capitas, workers can only work when a capita is present. In some cases, capitas correspond to subcontractors as discussed below.
Management of Workers
A variety of approaches to organising mine workers is evident:


Employed directly by the mining company and managed by one or more capitas. Payment can
be as a fixed salary or (team) production-based.
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Managed by a sub-contractor (who is in turn contracted by the mining company). Payment is usually (team) production-based.
Working as part of a cooperative.
Working under a cooperative with each team financed by an ‘investor’; the investor supplies
equipment for and pays the mine workers, pays
the cooperative a set amount per kg and sells the
pre-concentrate produced to an exporter. In effect,
the investors invest in the mining operation, but it
is the cooperative that holds the mining licence.

The only consistent factor across these different approaches is that the mine workers work in teams, rather
than as individuals, with teams ranging from approximately 5 to 20 members.

Organisational Choices
There is no clear reason why one particular approach to mine worker organization (including payment models) is selected over another and whether or how this
accommodates mine site-specific factors.
It does appear, however, that most companies and cooperatives do not have well
defined business plans, which indicates
that the organisation of mine workers
may not have been properly assessed in
terms of economics and productivity.

Figure 7: Age distribution of mine workers

Mine workers typically work during the day (generally 8 to 10 hours per day and five or six days per
week). In a small number of cases, a night shift also operates, allowing a site to produce 24 hours per
day. Overtime is possible, but limited by law and mostly by company policy. Working days are limited
to Monday to Saturday; there was no evidence of official production on Sundays at any of the 20 sites
visited for this study.
Although mining is not considered a seasonal activity, production can decline during the rainy season
when active water management is not possible (e.g. due to the absence of appropriate water pumps).
Equally, for sites with no or reduced access to water during the dry season, mineral washing may be
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constrained. These observations cannot be generalised as they reflect different micro-climates and topography in different regions of Rwanda. Some mine workers with construction skills can drift in and
out of mining depending on demand and pay for construction work in Kigali, and some miners may
perform agricultural activities for limited periods of time.
Production
The monthly production of pre-concentrate per mine worker is extremely variable, ranging from 0 to
117 kg. The wide range of productivity factors impacting on this variation is discussed later on. Additional geological factors apply, e.g., limited periods of high production when hitting pockets of highgrade mineralisation in an ore body vs. periods of little to none production, e.g., when establishing an
access shaft or removing overburden to expose a new ore body. Obtaining accurate average production estimates from miners hence requires a review of production records over longer-periods of time
(noting the constraints on availability of records as discussed below), combined with geological and
mining background knowledge in order to evaluate data plausibility. The median value of monthly preconcentrate production as observed in this study (note that the median is statistically more robust
than the average due to the high variability of the data) is 32 kg per miner. As a rule of thumb, miners
may be assumed to produce ca. 1 kg per day of 3T pre-concentrate on average over a longer period of
time if they are working on a mine with adequate geological resources.
Mine workers frequently noted the absence of mechanisation as a limit to productivity, including the
lack of jack hammers for mining in hard rock, and efficient processing equipment and water for effective mineral processing (panning or ground sluicing). In cases where such equipment is available,
however, productivity does not always increase automatically, indicating that underlying geological
factors (ore body quality) as well as impacts from mine management (e.g., appropriate training to use
equipment efficiently, maintenance of equipment, organisation of workers) need to be considered as
well.
Socioeconomic Aspects
The majority of mine workers live within walking distance of the site, with a small number using a bicycle or moto taxi to travel to work. Most mine workers own their own property (close to the mine
site), with a significant number also investing income from mining in land and livestock. A small proportion of mine workers rent rather than own property or live in company housing. Mine workers are
typically of local origin, with only limited migration of workers taking place, and are hence well integrated into local communities.
Cooperative arrangements are in evidence between mine workers, lending money within a group to
allow each other the opportunity to buy one or more cows or other livestock. A number of mine workers have used income from mining to set up other profitable businesses, such as rental properties,
shops and moto taxis.
In general, mine workers send their children to nearby state schools (the education of children in
Rwanda is free and mandatory). In a small number of cases, mine workers are paying for their children
to attend private schools where the quality of education is considered to be higher. A health clinic is
typically available within a few kilometres of the mining site.
Income from other businesses is evident for a small number of mine workers, albeit a surprisingly significant minority, increasing in tandem with higher levels of mining productivity and remuneration.
Mining is the dominant source of income for most mine workers (representing an average of 79% and
a median of 96% of overall income) and has become increasingly important during the last five years.
Most mine workers consider that mining offers the best opportunity for a ‘significant’ income, although it is rare for a second member of a family also to be working at the same or a different mine site.
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Understanding of Due Diligence
Awareness of due diligence initiatives or processes amongst mine workers is extremely limited and
generally it is only the capitas who understand the link between tagging, traceability and the continued sale of mineral concentrates from Rwanda. If at all, mine workers tend to associate due diligence
with questions of occupational health and safety as well as environmental control (e.g., washing of preconcentrates in rivers, which is prohibited in Rwanda). The latter underlines the positive impact of
inspections and training offered by mining regulators in Rwanda. On the other hand, it indicates that
training on due diligence processes should be expanded in order to support the functioning of institutionalized due diligence approaches.
4.2
Subcontractors – Principal Characteristics
Sub-contractors operate as management intermediaries between mining companies and mine workers. Sub-contractors are normally individuals, but in some cases, they also have a salaried assistant.
Generally the sub-contractor is responsible for organising the mine workers, maximising production
and ensuring appropriate health and safety standards are met. In a few cases, they may also be responsible for hiring and paying for salaried security staff at the specific site they control and are usually the persons identified for traceability purposes. Where this is not provided by a company or cooperative, sub-contractors provide the equipment that mine workers need to undertake their work. In
most cases this is limited to equipment for manual mining, mineral washing and transport including
PPE in some cases.
Sub-contractors are paid by the mining company per kg of pre-concentrate produced, and pass this
payment on to the miners working in the groups they oversee, subtracting a share for themselves and
the services they might provide. Larger sites may have multiple sub-contractors, with one or more
teams working for each sub-contractor, with each team paid according to its production. The payment
share taken by subcontractors (subtracted from the mineral buying price the company is offering) is
on the order of 10-30%.
Companies registered at Rwanda Revenue Authority may report these payments (either as employees
or as casual employees) such that they are subject to PAYE taxation (most mine workers earn more
than RWF30,000 per month and would hence be subject to PAYE). While this seems to happen for
some of the larger mining companies, it does not appear to be the rule for smaller companies. In most
cases, sub-contractors themselves are not registered at Rwanda Revenue Authority and hence do not
pay taxes. In a few cases, companies are undertaking efforts to formalise subcontractor arrangements
by requesting them to register as businesses.
4.3
Mining Companies and cooperatives – Principal Characteristics
Mining companies and cooperatives display a wide range of characteristics. General observations are
as follows.
Ownership
Size of mining
operations

Foreign ownership of companies appears to be mainly confined to larger scale mining operators, while cooperatives are exclusively Rwandan. However, the beneficial ownership of
companies is sometimes not clear.
Mine sites range in size from small (<5 t annual production of pre-concentrate with only a
handful of miners employed) to larger scale (more than one hundred tonnes of annual preconcentrate production with hundreds of miners employed). Most mine sites tend to be
concentrated towards the smaller end of the spectrum, often with monthly production levels of 1-5 tons of pre-concentrate per mine site (taking mixed cassiterite-coltan preconcentrate as an example, GMD data from 2014 indicates a global median production of ca.
2 tonnes/month). Some companies report highly variable production levels with some
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Ore resources
and reserves

Business and
business planning

months showing significant production while others are close to zero. It is possible that a
given company operates several mine sites. There are currently more than 250 companies
registered at GMD with a total of ca. 700 active sites.
Detailed or conceptual knowledge of ore reserves and resources of the mined deposit (and
exploration concepts in general) appears rare even though the government aims to improve
knowledge by requesting annual reports on exploration activities from companies according to their license requirements. Most mining companies in Rwanda cannot distinguish
between reserves and resources due to the lack of drilling data or other appropriate geochemical sampling as well as a general lack of exploration skills to employ cut-off grade
concepts etc. Geologically, most deposits in Rwanda are characterised by relatively small,
often somewhat irregular ore bodies, amenable to artisanal or in some cases semimechanized, but not to full industrial exploitation. This explains the large number of small
producers as noted above.
Extraction and processing ranges from artisanal to semi-mechanised; artisanal manual
methods predominate at present and investment in mechanisation is generally limited. Artisanal should not be confused with illegal mining – the former is really a reflection of low
mechanisation, small ore bodies/mining sites and limited production and planning.
The use of sub-contractors is common but not universal; where sub-contractors are not
used, capitas are used to supervise the mine workers. Salaries and wages (whether paid
directly or as mineral purchasing costs via a sub-contractor) represent a major proportion
of overall operating costs of companies.
There is little evidence of business plan development in most mining companies and cooperatives. Accordingly, it is probable that mining operations are not organized in the economically most favourable way. Due to the absence of defined ore reserves/resources and
business planning (including mine development), the life of a given mine cannot be determined with any precision in most cases, even though miners often expect that the mine life
will correspond to dozens of years at a given location. This lack of precision impacts on aspects of mine and associated infrastructure planning (including access to credit) and affects
the reliability of future predictions regarding mining sector development.

Salaries paid to
staff
Mineral purchasing /payment of
miners / subcontractors

Although there is no statutory requirement for local procurement, nor voluntary local content guidelines codified by RMA, almost all goods and services are locally procured – either
from the project area (e.g. some staple foods) or Kigali. Imported goods are normally
sourced from a Rwandan supplier.
Mining company management and non-production staff are salaried (the basis for setting
salaries is unclear). For cooperatives, remuneration for salaried staff is discussed and
agreed during the annual general meeting of cooperative members.
Most larger scale mining companies purchase minerals from miners through subcontractors whereas smaller companies and cooperatives purchase minerals directly from miners.
The basis for establishing the price paid per kilogramme of pre-concentrate is not clear,
although the amount paid for cassiterite, wolframite or coltan (or mixed coltan-cassiterite)
is quite variable between different companies and cooperatives. In the absence of business
plans and forecasts for most companies and cooperatives, it is not possible to analyse the
relative significance assigned to profits and equitable pay for workers. It may be that the
price is set arbitrarily or according to some form of analysis by the concession holders that
is not captured in company and cooperative documents and data. It is clear however, from
the global analysis of data gathered in this study, that there is no direct link between the
international market price for a given mineral and the price received by mine workers.
Some mining companies work with gross mineral prices where they deduct certain costs
from the former (e.g., transportation costs) and pay out a lower net price to miners.
There is a growing trend towards electronic payments into bank accounts rather than cash
payments. Cash payments still occur but are declining. The payment may be made by the
company, capita, sub-contractor or cooperative (depending on how the mine workers are
organised at a specific site).
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Taxation

Health and
safety

Stockpiling

Mine closure
Rwanda Mining
Association

There may be non-financial benefits for mine workers: in most cases, the mining company
or cooperative pays the government health insurance fee on behalf of the mine workers
(see health and safety below). Company housing may also be available for mine worker use
in some cases. Mining companies may prepare and offer food for a low price for mine workers in order to ensure their physical work productivity.
Taxes payable include employees and casual workers who should pay PAYE tax to the RRA
and national insurance contributions to the Rwanda Social Security Board (RSSB), but this
does not appear to be the case for the majority of companies sampled (notably the small
companies) based on documentary evidence. In particular, as noted in Section 5.1.3, subcontractors and mine workers directly/indirectly paid by the company based on their production often do not appear to be subject to PAYE. Generally, mining sector taxation seems
to focus on mineral exporters rather than mining companies (unless mining companies are
sufficiently large to export themselves).
Unless a sub-contractor is responsible, mining companies (and cooperatives) are responsible for supplying personal protective equipment (PPE) to the mine workers (although in a
limited number of cases, mine workers are expected to buy their own PPE – companies may
request workers to pay for their PPE in order to prevent them from selling it, or manage
PPE distribution through a store). Sub-contractors or capitas are responsible for ensuring
appropriate health and safety standards are met. Normally, companies and cooperatives
pay the annual government health insurance fee (RWF3,000) on behalf of the mine workers. In some cases, fees for the miner’s family members are also covered. Rarely, the mine
workers are required to pay the health insurance fee themselves from their own income
(proof of valid health insurance is a prerequisite for employment).
Some mining companies stockpile mineral pre-concentrates at the mine site to buffer
against mineral price declines, but this is done at the expense of financial liquidity. Usually,
however, stockpiling is of limited extent in order to facilitate the company's cash flow.
Temporary stockpiling of ore takes place where water supply (for washing) is limited.
Bonds for closure should be made as a one-off payment on application for the concession
(with the money held by a bank). However, this was not mentioned as a cost of doing business but could be ‘hidden’ as an investment or operational cost.
Newly registered mining companies must join the RMA, and this requirement is also being
retrospectively applied (so existing mining companies must now join). The membership fee
is paid once (cooperatives are covered by the membership of FECOMIRWA and do not pay
individually). An annual contribution fee is also due, based on company size and type of
license held:
 Companies with a trading/large concession license – RWF1,000,000 (ca. USD1,450).
 Small/medium companies with exploitation license – RWF500,000 (ca. USD725).
 Companies with a research license; cooperatives – RWF300,000 (ca. USD435).
Fees to the RMA are mostly spent locally (for example, via employment, taxes, rental, travel
and consumables) in the course of providing services to RMA members.

4.4
Internal Traders – Principal Characteristics
At the time of research (May 2014), 86 licenses were issued by the Ministry of Commerce (MINICOM)
for mineral traders, but less than one-third of these (26) are registered exporters. Internal traders buy,
consolidate and upgrade minerals from multiple mine sources. They often buy small volumes of mineral lots that would be of little or no interest to most exporters; in this respect they act as an outlet for
small producers where one would not otherwise exist. Internal traders sell their minerals to exporters
who are registered as iTSCi members. In this position between producers and exporter, internal traders can have close linkages or commercial relationships with other up- and downstream actors.
Internal traders have few of the overhead expenses that mining companies, cooperatives or exporters
experience. Government concerns that they in fact add little value to the supply chain and may pose
due diligence risks have resulted in changes to the Rwandan regulatory regime: in the future, only licensed and iTSCi-registered exporters will be able to trade in minerals. This will effectively remove
one tier from the supply chain, with mining companies and cooperatives doing direct business with
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exporters rather than having the choice of working through an internal trader intermediate. In principle this would streamline the due diligence process. Some internal traders may seek iTSCi registration
and transition into roles as registered exporters and therefore the number of exporters (and related
competition) may increase in Rwanda.
4.5
Exporters – Principal Characteristics
There are currently 26 registered exporters, but numbers may increase due to the planned elimination
of internal traders and their possible transition into an exporter role as described above. Exporters are
licenced to export concentrate to overseas smelters, processors and mineral traders, and they must
apply for iTSCi membership. Prior to each export shipment of 3T concentrates (usually in 24 tonne
containers) exporters must apply for a Certificate of Origin from MINICOM. Also, exporters are expected to apply for an ICGLR Certificate to be issued by the Certification Unit of RNRA and RBS; this
requirement is not yet enforced on a broad scale but the process has recently been initiated.
Exporters are subject to paying tonnage-based levies for iTSCi implementation to GMD and ITRI. In
terms of taxation, aside from their pay as you earn (PAYE) tax obligations for their employees, exporters are subject to paying the recently introduced mining royalty (4% on 3T minerals), and they may
also pay Withholding Tax, Corporate Income Tax, or VAT (which may be refunded). As such, exporters
currently represent the main entity where mining sector fees and taxes are collected in Rwanda. Exporters are iTSCi members and, hence, are required to assign management responsibility for due diligence processes, have a conflict minerals policy, and are subject to audits and risk assessments as well
as to further controls by their downstream clients. As such, most exporters have a detailed understanding of the supply chain due diligence framework.
At present, mineral pre-concentrates are purchased by exporters from mining companies, cooperatives or internal traders. Lots typically comprise several hundred kg up to a few tonnes of preconcentrate. In this regard, mining companies tend to prefer selling to exporters who pay (and possibly pre-finance) them with minimum time delay and at a high frequency (that is, smaller lots), and exporter market shares may vary accordingly.
Pre-concentrate lots are then upgraded to concentrates using a range of standard mineral processing
techniques (crushing, shaking tables, electromagnetic separation), usually at the premises of the exporter, though some larger mining companies may perform this upgrading themselves and some exporters have limited upgrading facilities. Like mining companies and cooperatives, exporters may
stockpile concentrates to buffer against negative market price trends but, generally, face the same liquidity challenges as the mining companies. Exporters usually enter into short-term (rarely longerterm) supply contracts with international mineral traders (or directly with smelters) and may benefit
from limited pre-financing arrangements in this regard.
Most exporters appear to offer significant financial support to mining companies or cooperatives (in
the form of ‘investment’ or advanced payments (pre-financing; these may be de facto loans, but are not
called this as exporters are not registered financial institutions in this respect) in return for a contractual obligation to supply minerals. The financing can be recovered through reductions in the price per
kg paid to the mining company or cooperative or written off. Repayment of the advance is a prerequisite to ending the supply obligation. However, the extent and nature of contractual arrangements and
provisions are unclear in many cases.
Exporters facilitate in-house or external (independent) grade analysis of the concentrate when buying
and selling minerals. Mining companies selling their production to a given exporter are usually paid
per % of economic mineral content (e.g., Ta2O5). Most exporters pay companies the international price
according to the analysed metal content (e.g., London Metal Exchange for tin) minus a treatment
charge that covers internal overhead costs of the exporter (including tax obligations and due diligence
fees) though in some cases different price models are employed.
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5

5

Income Analysis, Due Diligence Costs and Revenue Distribution

This section explores the income characteristics for the main tiers of 3T mineral supply chains in
Rwanda – mine workers, mining companies/cooperatives, and mineral exporters –, evaluates the sector’s due diligence costs based on a model approach, and integrates these findings into an analysis of
revenue distribution along the supply chain.
5.1
Mine Worker Earnings
Table 1 summarises the principal mine worker characteristics that can be quantified, subject to the
data limitations as defined above; the subsequent section discusses these and qualitatively assesses
other relevant characteristics that are of material significance to the distribution of revenue along the
supply chain.
Table 1: Principal income related characteristics of mine worker in Rwanda (Sample size = 285)
Characteristic

Minimum

Maximum

Average

Median

Age

19

68

33

30

Years working at site

0.1

36

4.3

2.5

Average pre-concentrate production
(kg/month) (as noted by mine workers)

0

116.7

37.9

32

Household size

1

11

4.7

4

Number of dependents

0

11

4.2

4

Family members doing mining work

0

10

0.3

0

Family members doing agricultural work

0

1

0.7

1

Income from mining (RWF/month)

0

450,000

81,300

60,000

Income from other sources (RWF/month)

0

240,000

23,100

2,500

% of total monthly income from mining

0

100

79

96

Typical expenditure on food (RWF/month)

0

240,000

28,600

20,000

Typical expenditure on rent (RWF/month)

0

20,000

235

0

Typical other expenditure (RWF/month)

0

214,000

19,400

0

Typical savings (RWF/month)

0

250,000

28,100

10,500
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Payment of miners
The majority of mine workers are paid on a production basis (i.e. per kg of pre-concentrate produced),
but in rare cases they may be salaried (i.e. fixed monthly payment). When based on production, payment is usually calculated from a mining team’s overall performance, with each active team member
taking an equal share7. Capitas/subcontractors are either salaried or they may be paid a fixed amount
per kg produced (in the range of 10-30% of the total price). In some cases, capitas/subcontractors will
receive, in addition to their basic salary a sliding-scale commission based upon the volume of minerals
produced. Some sites use ‘basic’ salaries for workers while they undertake development work that
does not produce minerals (e.g. development of tunnels to access new veins); these salaries tend to be
low and cover basic living costs. Some sites differentiate casual workers (developing tunnels or cleaning waste) who are paid a fixed amount per day from miners who are paid based on production; after
having had some experience, casual workers might be promoted to miners.
Mineral prices
The price information indicated in Table 2 below was provided by mine workers during interviews
and validated through review of company / cooperative documents where possible. The data represents gross prices, which mostly correspond to net prices but may in some cases be subject to deductions to account for the subcontractor’s share or other company expenses. The subcontractor’s share
does not necessarily correspond to direct profit, but may need to account for the subcontractor’s own
overhead costs and, in a few cases, includes deductions for tax payments on behalf of miners.
Table 2: 3T pre-concentrate prices at the level of mine workers
Mineral

Price range (per kg)
paid out to miners

Average export price
01/2013-05/2014

Cassiterite

RWF1,600 – 4,000
(USD2.3 - 5.8)
RWF1,800 - 6,000
(USD2.6 - 8.7)
RWF4,000 – 6,000
(USD5.8 – 8.7)
RWF9,300 - 25,000
(USD13.5 – 36)

RWF8,600
(USD12.5)
RWF9,100
(USD13.2)
RWF12,560
(USD18.2)
RWF35,000
(USD51)

Wolframite
“Mixed”
(cassiterite-coltan)2
Coltan
1

2

7

Miners’ share of adjusted concentrate export
value1
21-52%
Median 40%
22-73%
Median 43%
35-53%
Median 44%
30-79%
Median 63%

Assuming that miners produce, as a global average, a pre-concentrate at 90% of the grade of the export concentrate. This
is applied as a rule of thumb, to describe the (limited) upgrading between pre-concentrate and concentrate and serves to
normalise the price data through a fixed mineral volume factor between miners, mining companies and exporters. The adjusted export value hence corresponds to 90% of the actual export value.
“Mixed” cassiterite-coltan pre-concentrate represents a major product of pegmatite-related mineralisation in Rwanda.
Coltan and cassiterite are only separated by electromagnetic processing at the export stage, and individual proportions
are highly variable. For this study, based on price evaluations and review of a range of coltan-cassiterite proportions analysed in concentrates, an average composition of 15% coltan and 85% cassiterite is assumed to form the economically
valuable portion of “mixed” concentrate.

Premiums of approximately RWF5,000-10,000 per month per person may be paid to teams for ‘high’ production, although
the production threshold to trigger the payment appears to be subjectively defined by the mining company or cooperative. Additional premiums may be paid to specific team members in some circumstances (for example, when a miner identifies a new vein). Specialist workers such as tunnel construction experts may be paid on an individual basis.
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Coltan
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Figure 8: Range of relative value received by mine workers for produced mineral pre-concentrate compared to actual (left) and volume-adjusted (right) average export prices 01/2013-05/2014. Triangle indicates the respective median values.

The price ranges and median values of the relative value fractions (compared to adjusted export prices) miners receive from the sale of pre-concentrates are shown in Figure 8. The figure also shows the
effect of introducing the volume-normalising factor for export prices (see Table 2 for more information). The internal price variation for a given mineral is moderate for cassiterite and mixed cassiterite-coltan pre-concentrate. With few exceptions, miners are receiving RWF3,000-4,000/kg of cassiterite and RWF5,000-6,000/kg of mixed pre-concentrate. A higher price variability characterises wolframite sales (with a price range from RWF1,800-6,000/kg). Within the investigated sample, it was rare
for miners to get paid for coltan (rather than mixed) pre-concentrate, hence the observed price range
there is less representative. Local price differences for a given mineral represent a potential fraud risk
as miners may seek to maximise their income by selling for the highest price possible. In few cases,
miners reported illegal traders offering them ca. double the price the company was offering for their
production. Systematic productivity differences could not be resolved within the available dataset and
linked to price information, hence it is not possible to identify the mineral type which is generally maximising the miners’ income.
In general, based on documentary and verbal evidence from company and cooperative employees, and
verified by mine workers, the variation of these prices over time appears to be relatively limited, with
some exceptions. This may be partly explained by the relatively short time that many workers had
been at a specific site (the median years working at a site is 2.5 years) and also by a general reluctance
amongst companies and cooperatives to attempt to ‘track’ or otherwise link price/kg paid to the miners to the prevailing market price at export level. Also, some companies are relatively young themselves and have thus operated for a limited time period only. In a few cases, mineral prices paid to
miners did change; both price decreases and increases on the order of up to 25% are observed, but
these do not appear to be systematic and they are within the range of price variation presently observed for different companies. Companies operating mine sites with high productivity claim they may
offer lower per unit prices to the miners as these lower prices should partly be compensated by higher
daily output of the miners. Comparative data analysis indicates, though, that this proposed link is not
always straightforward.
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In some cases, mining companies have started deducting
ore transport fees from the price paid out to miners such
that net prices are lower than gross prices (in one case
with a resulting price reduction of 15%). Also, a few companies (via the subcontractor) deduct a certain amount
from gross prices (ca. 30%) in order to cover tax payments
and RSSB contributions for the miners, though this practice
is not widespread (that is, the majority of miners does not
pay taxes via the mining companies). Mining companies
may offer additional benefits to miners not directly invoiced (but potentially reflected in the mineral price), such
as free or subsidised provision of meals during work
breaks. Overall, this implies mineral pricing mechanisms
for miners are not uniform in Rwanda; price differentials
between different companies can be substantial. This applies to all 3T minerals.
Monthly Income
Monthly income of miners ranges up to RWF450,000 per
month (Figure 9) with a median income of RWF60,000 8.
According to semi-quantitative estimates by mine workers,
salaried mine workers earn significantly more than agricultural workers (approximately twice as much), but only half
of what construction workers can earn during peak periods
in Kigali. Despite this, the salaried mine workers liked this
approach as it allows them to forecast exactly how much
they will earn each month.

Case Study
The virtuous dairy circle
In the case of one particular example for
income diversification, a miner had accumulated 3 cows. A milking cow produces
up to 5 liters of milk per day, which retails
at RWF200 per liter, thus bringing in up
to RWF90,000 per month. The monthly
costs related to those three cows amounted to RWF35,000, accruing a monthly rent
of RWF55,000 to the miner. In addition,
RWF15,000 of the monthly costs was
spent on employing someone to look after
the cows. Thus, not only has miningenabled income diversification allowed
the miner to almost equal his monthly
mining salary with income from animal
husbandry, but it has also trickled down
to provide secondary employment.

8

Income Diversification
One observation which was borne out
uniformly across the representative study
sample was that mine workers who were
better paid, and so belonging to the upper
quartile of mine worker income, were
much more likely to have diversified into
other income-generating activities. Contrarily, mine workers who were in the
lower quartile of mine worker income
were much more likely to be exclusively
dependent on their mining-related income. This is borne out by a survey of cow
ownership among the mine worker focus
groups. As one might expect, mine workers from the upper earning quartile were
much more likely to possess cows, either
singly or quite often in multiples, in one
case with one miner owning eight cows.
All the mine workers professed that their
cow ownership had been enabled by their
mining-related income. The same principle of cascading economic benefits also
applies to other typical examples of income diversification, such as moto taxis,
providing employment to employee drivers, and small shops, likewise with miningenabled employment for shopkeepers.

There is a high degree of dependency on mining in terms of
supporting household dependents, although many mine
workers supplement their mining-related income with
small sales of agricultural products. While the majority of
agricultural production is for subsistence purposes rather
than sale, for some mine workers the income from agriculture covers their living costs and mining revenue is available for other uses. The ability to accrue savings is extremely
variable and dependent largely on monthly income (which
itself is also extremely variable).
Based on analysis of information from mine workers (given
verbally and therefore not verified by a review of bank
statements or other written records) median monthly savings were ca. RWF10,000 although the amount considered
‘savings’ may be reduced by investments in other assets
such as livestock (cows primarily, but also goats and pigs)
and housing. There is also evidence that mine workers run
informal ‘savings clubs’, where each puts in a small amount
and the total is lent to an individual at low rate of interest
(which when repaid is then shared between the people that

The median income is considered a more robust representation of typical income compared to the average income due to
the high data variability with a few very-high income values.
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provided the initial funds as seed money). In effect this is a self-organised micro-finance system, supported by excess income from mining (relative to living costs), which is similarly observed in other
sectors.
Income from mining is supplemented by income from other sources. There is anecdotal evidence from
interviewees that mining income also allows livelihood diversification by generating liquidity that can
be invested in other opportunities. This is by no means a foregone conclusion as this still requires
some entrepreneurial aptitude, but the opportunity most certainly exists to diversify off the back of
mining. In essence, lower income from mining results in high dependency on mining income, while
higher income from mining supports livelihood diversification.

Figure 9: Distribution of monthly income from mining

Income Cash Flow
When there are delays with payments from an exporter to the mining company or cooperative, this
delay can be passed onto the mine workers, resulting in extended periods where they are not paid.
This indicates either a lack of financial reserves from which mine workers can be paid in the absence
of new revenue; that companies and cooperatives are sufficiently confident that mine workers will not
seek other employment even if not paid for a significant period; or that mine workers that leave can
easily be replaced from a local pool of potential workers. It certainly seems that the latter supposition
is a commonly held belief amongst companies, reflecting the relatively low level of skills that mine
workers accumulate (making them easy to replace with workers who have little or no experience of
mining). However, anecdotal evidence also indicates that mine workers display some ability and willingness to interchange with other livelihoods – if production stops, then mine workers will relocate to
find other work, although mining is still regarded as the best option for generating significant income.
Experience vs. Income
Some mine workers and capitas noted that there is a link between experience and skill development
and amount earned, but there is no obvious linear trend in the data when attempting to use age as a
proxy for experience and skills (Figure 10). Indeed, bearing in mind that data variability in each age
group makes it difficult to generalise, it is possible to argue that income does not systematically increase with age; there is a potential peak for maximum possible income for mine workers between 30
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and 40 years old, possibly reflecting the development of mining skills in tandem with physical capacity
to undertake the work. Beyond 40 years, while skill levels may continue to increase, the physical capacity to undertake the work declines at a faster rate, leading to an overall reduction in mining-related
income, in particular maximum income levels.

Figure 10: Mine worker age versus monthly income

5.2
Company and Cooperative Earnings
Mineral Prices
Most companies buy pre-concentrate from miners, consolidate and in some cases process the production, and sell it on to an exporter (or internal trader). When selling to an exporter, a grade analysis is
performed and the exporter informs the company on the price he is offering. In that sense, companies/cooperatives are price takers rather than price setters. Often, unlike for the company’s purchasing prices from miners, selling prices are linked to international market prices while taking into account the concentrate grade and a treatment charge levied by the exporter (exporters may also reject a
mineral lot in case its grade is low). Many companies appear to rely on the analyses supplied by the
exporter, even though the assay is the basis for payment. Only a limited number of companies and cooperatives appear to commission independent assays to check that the exporter’s analysis is accurate.
There is usually no breakdown of the costs included in the exporter’s treatment charge, but general
components include overhead costs and profit, as well as taxes and due diligence fees. In some cases,
the treatment charge is exclusive of due diligence fees and additional price deductions apply to account for the latter.
If a given company does not agree with the offered price, it may decide to take its mineral lot to a competing exporter (in that case, the first exporter may charge a certain fee for any services offered). In
some cases, companies may be tied to a specific exporter due to an extant “investment” or prefinancing arrangement. Aside from the price, the financial liquidity of the exporter is a significant impact factor for companies, as they are looking to get paid as soon as possible (or even pre-financed).
A few larger mining companies with export licenses could develop contracts (and to a limited degree
have done so) directly with overseas smelters, processors and traders (at a higher profit) but might
take longer to get paid that way (relative to being paid by an exporter where more frequent sales are
possible). In this context, the exporter role is therefore one that eases cash flow constraints. Due to the
large, regular volumes provided by these companies, they may negotiate preferential treatment charg- 28 -
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es with a given exporter. It is also possible that a company uses an exporter merely as a facilitator
(against payment of a reduced treatment charge) while managing the sales contract of the concentrate
by itself.
The following price ranges were observed for 2013-2014. Data for companies able to directly export
themselves (or using the exporter as a mere facilitator) are not included as their prices are higher.
Table 3: 3T concentrate prices at the level of mining companies
Mineral
Cassiterite
Wolframite
“Mixed”
(cassiterite-coltan)2
Coltan
1, 2

Price range (per kg)
paid out to companies /
cooperatives
RWF3,200 – 8,000
(USD 4.6 - 11.6)
RWF5,200 – 9,000
(USD 7.5 – 13)
RWF9,500 – 11,000
(USD 13.8-15.9)
RWF22,500 – 28,000
(USD 33 – 41)

Average export price
01/2013-05/2014
RWF8,600
(USD 12.5)
RWF9,100
(USD 13.2)
RWF12,560
(USD 18.2)
RWF35,000
(USD 51)

Companies’ share of
adjusted concentrate
export value1
Median 44%
Median 31%
Median 40%
Median 19%

same comments as per Table 1 apply

Pre-Financing and Funding
Loans from commercial banks to mining companies appear to be rare. Mining companies and cooperatives frequently receive ‘investment’ / advance payments from exporters to pre-finance mining activities, in return for guaranteeing the supply of pre-concentrate to that exporter. Repayment is typically
done through a reduced price paid by the exporter per kilogramme of pre-concentrate supplied (the
reduction is variable and was not quantified by either exporters or mining companies and cooperatives). In rare cases, there is no repayment, with the exporter writing off the advance in return for the
benefit of a guaranteed supply of pre-concentrate. Cooperatives may also use advances from individual
investors to support operations and cover delays in payments from exporters. In rare cases, cooperatives also sell shares to external people as a means of raising finance. In many cases, the level of private financing does not appear to be sufficient to promote significant investment into mine development (e.g., through mechanisation), but is instead used by companies or cooperatives to cover funding
gaps and routine operational costs. This may also reflect limited knowledge regarding mine development on the part of companies. Some exporters, therefore, offer advice on mine development to a limited range of companies, along with their ‘investment’.
Taxation, Due Diligence and Voluntary Contributions
Fees and levies for mineral traceability and due diligence, payable to ITRI and GMD, are usually collected at the export level. Companies are often requested, though, to pay or facilitate the transport for
GMD tagging managers (who are mostly Kigali-based) to perform their functions on the mine sites. The
newly introduced mining royalty (4% on 3T minerals) is also presently collected at the export stage.
Most companies are not paying PAYE tax for miners earning more than RWF30,000 per month. The
corporate income tax is based on 30% of the profits: however, many companies are not reporting profits. Additional local taxes and fees include Patente (RWF160,000-300,000, district-specific; annual
payment to sector office) and Location de terrain (surface rent; RWF200 per operational m2, monthly
payment to sector office).
Mining companies and cooperatives voluntarily contribute to community development, but generally
the amounts contributed are small relative to estimated revenue (generally less than USD1,000 annually, although some larger companies contribute significantly more, with the highest amount noted
being approximately USD60,000 annually). Typically, contributions are used to support maintenance
or construction of school classrooms and assisting vulnerable people with health insurance.
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5.3
Exporter Earnings
Mineral Prices
From 01/2013-05/2014, average declared export prices per kg were RWF8,600 (USD12.5) for cassiterite, RWF9,100 (USD13.2) for wolframite, and RWF 35,000 (USD 51) for coltan. Coltan and cassiterite
can be mined individually or as fractions from mined “mixed” concentrate which are magnetically separated prior to export. Based on company and exporter selling prices and typical grades, a model export value of RWF12,600 (USD18.2) was calculated for average-composition mixed concentrate, assuming 15% coltan and 85% cassiterite in the economic value mineral fraction of the concentrate. This
model price approach allows including the value distribution for mixed concentrate in the discussions
further below. Upgrading of pre-concentrate to concentrate is associated with volume reduction such
that prices paid to miners are not directly comparable to export prices. In order to normalise data on
an identical-volume base so as to make it comparable across the supply chain, an adjusted export value can be calculated from the above data using a normalisation factor of 0.9 for export prices (simulating 10% volume decrease from pre-concentrate to concentrate upgrading where gangue is removed).
From the above export prices, the exporter needs to make payments for mineral purchases to its suppliers as described in the previous section (noting that cash flow constraints imply that the exporter
may need to pre-finance the former at some point) and cover its internal and overhead costs including
staff salaries, transport, insurance and other operating costs. Royalty tax as well as levies for due diligence are included in operating costs as well (and hence impact on the exporter’s declared profit), notably:
o
o
o
o

Royalty tax – 4% of the norm value9 for 3T mineral concentrates;
Mineral traceability fees for GMD – see next section;
ITRI levy – see next section;
Additional corporate income tax (30% of profits) applies.

The exporter may request a treatment charge from mining companies to cover all of the above items
(in which case the treatment charge is mostly on the order of 20-25% of the adjusted export value) or
request a lower net treatment charge exclusive of several of the above items. Reduced treatment
charges may also apply for preferential customers. The available data did not allow verifying the internal cost breakdown for exporters (that is, how individual cost positions are absorbed through the
treatment charge or purchase price offered to companies), especially not its evolution through time.
Current exporter net profit margins, based on received verbal estimates from exporters, range from ca.
USD300-600/t for cassiterite and wolframite (3-7% of export value) and ca. USD1,000-1,500/t for coltan (3-4% of export value).
The price the exporter may obtain for selling a container of concentrate depends on the shipping arrangement with its customer (see Incoterms definitions). Selling “ex works” (with the client responsible for transport and insurance) will give a lower price than selling FOB (free on board) or CIF (cost,
insurance and freight to be covered by the exporter). While these terms vary for different exporters
and their variable list of clients, it is possible to analyse average export prices with regards to their link
to “international” prices of the respective commodity, taking into account typical average export concentrate grades for Rwandan minerals (assumed as: cassiterite concentrate @ 64% Sn; wolframite
concentrate @ 60% WO3; coltan concentrate @ 26% Ta2O5).
A public international reference price for tin is the notation at the London Metal Exchange (LME). In
the case of tungsten and tantalum, prices are often negotiated through individual supply contracts
9

Defined as the monthly average London Metal Exchange cash price internationally recognized measuring unit multiplied
by the quantity of the minerals exported certified by the Ministry in charge of minerals or the monthly average Metal Bulletin cash price internationally recognised measuring unit multiplied by the quantity of minerals exported certified by the
Ministry in charge of minerals when the metal price is not registered on the London Metal Exchange.
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without a public price reference being readily available. Certain spot market price proxies may be used
as best estimates of the “international market price” in these cases. For the purposes of this study, we
are using the European market price of ammonium para-tungstate (APT) as a proxy for tungsten and
the price of Chinese tantalum pentoxide (99.5%, fob) for tantalum. All reference prices were taken
from commercially maintained metal databases internally accessible at BGR. The resulting price trends
are displayed in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Average declared monthly export prices of Rwandan 3T concentrates against “international
reference prices” (LME for Sn; proxies used as best estimates for W and Ta). Asterisk indicates that the values of these prices or price proxies were recalculated to correspond to typical Rwandan export grades (64% for
cassiterite, 60% for wolframite, 26% for coltan) for easier comparison. See text for more information.

Figure 11 shows that there is a general correlation between Rwandan mineral export prices and the
“international” price of a given commodity. For cassiterite/tin and coltan/tantalum, the price correlation is relatively straightforward even though there is an early-2013 spike in cassiterite export values
probably indicative of a data integrity problem in a specific month. For wolframite/tungsten, the correlation is still broadly present but less straightforward, especially for early 2013, indicating a poten- 31 -
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tial negative international market bias for Rwandan wolframite10 which has also been noted by individual exporters and government agents11.
The observed overall systematic distribution generally supports the principal accuracy of the mineral
price models in Rwanda as described above, and indicates that the declared mineral export values in
Rwanda are probably accurate. This differs from neighbouring countries such as Burundi and the DRC
(not shown) where 3T export prices are often substantially lower and less clearly correlated with international prices (reflecting different impact factors, including potential tax fraud due to underdeclaration of values). Price differences between export concentrate and the processed metal should
mainly reflect the smelter treatment charge to cover processing/refining and other costs, as well as
overheads and profit of the smelters and processors.
Given the general correlation, international price fluctuations will clearly have an impact on the
Rwandan mineral supply chain. Reduced prices achieved at the point of export will be passed along the
supply chain according to contractual arrangements between exporter and supplier companies / cooperatives. There appears to be reluctance amongst companies and cooperatives to link the price per
kg paid to mine workers to the prevailing market price. Therefore the impact of international price
fluctuations may be less significant for mine workers, as long as companies have sufficient financial
liquidity to serve as a buffer in case of decreasing prices. With respect to due diligence, the relative
proportion of related costs will increase as the international price (and therefore price at the point of
export) declines. In other words, the relative financial burden of fixed cost due diligence (i.e. a cost that
is not linked to the international price) will increase as international metal prices decline.
5.4
Due Diligence Costs
The Rwandan mining sector has to bear direct costs resulting from the conflict mineral due diligence framework. External and internal cost components can be differentiated.
External due diligence costs comprise the current iTSCi
levy paid to ITRI as well as GMD fees (quantified below), all
levied at the export stage based on export volumes and essentially serving to auto-finance the iTSCi scheme in
Rwanda. Additional due diligence costs for companies in
this regard include the iTSCi joining and membership fees,
as well as logistical facilitation of GMD tagging managers to
access remote mine sites. Internal due diligence costs include, for example, company management time to design
and oversee the required internal due diligence procedures
as well as potential supplier engagement/monitoring costs,
both serving to follow the recommendations for companies
as per the OECD Due Diligence Guidance. Ultimately, introducing professional record keeping for smaller companies
as a contribution to improve due diligence practice would
further increase internal operational (due diligence) costs.

Supply Chain Due Diligence
Due diligence is an on-going, proactive
and reactive process through which companies can ensure that they respect human rights and do not contribute to conflict (…) Risk-based due diligence refers to
the steps companies should take to identify and address actual or potential risks in
order to prevent or mitigate adverse impacts associated with their activities or
sourcing decisions (OECD 2013). This due
diligence definition and recommended
implementation steps are endorsed by the
SEC in order for reporting companies to
comply with the due diligence sourcing
framework set out for the DRC and adjoining countries through the US Dodd-Frank
Act.

Across the representative study sample, there was some divergence as to whether external due diligence costs were being passed on from the exporters to the mining companies and cooperatives. In
general, larger scale mining companies attested that the exporter usually listed the cost of the GMD
10
11

or/and indicating that APT is not an adequate price proxy
This led some mining companies to stockpile wolframite during 2013. Some exporters reported temporary price reductions of 30% and more per metric tonne unit WO3. However, this period of a biased market price has apparently been resolved in mid-2014.
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and iTSCi/ITRI levies as a line item deduction, either as part of the exporter’s treatment charge, or
separately. This contrasted with the experience of smaller scale companies and cooperatives in which
transaction records between mining entity and exporter did not list the due diligence levies; and for
management of these smaller scale companies and cooperatives the GMD and iTSCi levies did not register as an issue. Exporters claimed that they did pass on the levies to their suppliers, in occasional
contradistinction to their practice with the 4% royalty tax, which some exporters claimed to be presently absorbing12. It is thus possible that smaller companies may be unaware that they are indirectly
shouldering such due diligence costs.
Table 4: Tonnage-based supply chain due diligence levies in Rwanda
Fee or tax

ITRI/iTSCi levy13
ITRI/iTSCi levy
recalculated for
typical (see text)
export concentrate grades
Mineral traceability fees for
GMD
Mineral traceability fees for
GMD (updated)

Current levy on export concentrates
(as of July 2014)
cassiterite /
wolframite /
coltan / tantalum
tin
tungsten
USD260/t of
USD0.5/kg of
USD3.5/kg of
Sn content
WO3 content
Ta2O5 content
USD166/t of
USD300/t of
USD910/kg of
concentrate
concentrate
concentrate

When introduced

Where levied

2011

Exporter

2011

USD200/t of
concentrate

USD200/t of
concentrate

USD300/t of
concentrate

2011

Exporter; shown for
concentrate-metal
content comparison
only, identical to the
actual levy above
Exporter

USD130/t of
concentrate

USD130/t of
concentrate

USD180/t of
concentrate

07/2014 – not applicable for the time
period investigated
in this study

Exporter

Due to the absence of an accessible transparent monitoring and accountability framework for external
due diligence costs in Rwanda, this study is using a model calculation to evaluate the relevance and
evolution of these costs, based on assuming ‘typical’ grades in exported concentrates (64% Sn, 60%
WO3 and 26% Ta2O5), and assuming 100% collection of ITRI levies and GMD fees.14. Results are summarised in Table 5. In terms of model data verification, spot checks were performed through analysing
the documented due diligence expenses of selected exporters and extrapolating these based on their
respective market share. These extrapolations were in line with the model data as presented here.

12

13
14

As all exporters are currently paying the 4% royalty tax on 3T concentrate values, and transaction prices between respective companies and exporters are subject to multiple variables (such as the exporter’s price agreed with the international
downstream buyer, volume and grade of minerals, current market climate in Rwanda, as well as a process of negotiation
between supplier and exporter), it is very difficult to ascertain whether the 4% royalty tax has in fact been passed on or
absorbed into the exporter’s margin. Some exporters indicate that they are planning to pass on the costs eventually.
ITRI/iTSCi levies have partly been adjusted since their introduction in 2011. The figures listed here correspond to the
currently (2014) applicable rates.
ITRI levy per ton contained tin assumed to be USD500 in 2011 and USD260 starting in 2012; per kg contained WO 3 assumed to be USD0.50; per kg contained Ta2O5 USD5.50 in 2011 and USD3.50 since 2013 (pers. comm. GMD). GMD fees assumed to be USD200 per tonne of cassiterite or wolframite concentrate from 2011 to present; USD300 per tonne of coltan
concentrate from 2011 to present (pers. comm. GMD). The model assumption of 100% recovery of GMD and ITRI levies
implies that model calculation results should be considered as maximum cost estimates as collection of the above fees has
in the past been challenging at times and may hence be below 100% coverage of all mineral exports.
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Table 5: Model calculation of external costs of iTSCi implementation in Rwanda
with breakdown by concentrate type
Official concentrate exports /
Time period

2011
04-12

2012
01-12

2013
01-12

2014
01-05

CASSITERITE
quantity [t]
export revenues [Mio USD]
avg. price [USD/t]
ITRI levy [Mio USD]
GMD fee [Mio USD]
total DD levies [Mio USD]
% total levy costs / conc. value

5,613
75.3
13,415
1.8
1.1
2.9
3.9%

4,637
52.9
11,408
0.8
0.9
1.7
3.2%

4,895
61.1
12,482
0.8
1.0
1.8
2.9%

2,534
31.6
12,470
0.4
0.5
0.9
2.9%

COLTAN
quantity [t]
export revenues [Mio USD]
avg. price [USD/t]
ITRI levy [Mio USD]
GMD fee [Mio USD]
total DD levies [Mio USD]
% total levy costs / conc. value

553
27.4
49,548
0.8
0.2
1.0
3.5%

1,145
56.9
49,694
1.6
0.3
2.0
3.5%

2,466
134.6
54,582
2.2
0.7
3.0
2.2%

769
30.8
40,052
0.7
0.2
0.9
3.0%

WOLFRAMITE
quantity [t]
export revenues [Mio USD]
avg. price [USD/t]
ITRI levy [Mio USD]
GMD fee [Mio USD]
total DD levies [Mio USD]
% total levy costs / conc. value

782
13.4
17,136
0.2
0.2
0.4
2.9%

1,751
26.2
14,963
0.5
0.4
0.9
3.3%

2,218
30.1
13,571
0.7
0.4
1.1
3.7%

845
10.6
12,544
0.3
0.2
0.4
4.0%

4.3
2.8
1.4

4.6
2.9
1.6

5.9
3.7
2.2

2.3
1.4
0.9

3T total annual levies [Mio USD]
ITRI levy [Mio USD]
GMD fee[Mio USD]

Considering the model data it is apparent that:





Relative external due diligence costs per unit (to auto-finance iTSCi implementation in Rwanda) have not fluctuated much through time, remaining within the 2-4% range of the respective
export value of 3T mineral concentrates;
Absolute total external due diligence costs have consistently gone up since the inception of the
iTSCi scheme, from USD4.3 million in 2011 to USD5.9 million in 2013; with the recent (July
2014) reduction of the traceability fee by GMD, total costs are expected to decrease;
Due diligence costs were primarily recovered through cassiterite in 2011, whereas coltan contributed most in 2012 and 2013;
Relative due diligence costs (per unit) are highest for wolframite in 2013 and 2014. This reflects that wolframite export average prices decreased from 2011-2014. Unlike for cassiterite
or coltan, wolframite per unit levies have never been adjusted through time.
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If one looks at the initial iTSCi budget proposal and cost projections for implementation of the iTSCi
system in Rwanda (2011-2015), it is interesting to note that the original plan was to progressively reduce iTSCi-related costs from a projected USD1.2 million in 2011 to USD0.8 million in 2015 as far as
the ITRI cost component is concerned (the GMD cost component was assumed to comprise an additional USD0.9 million). This is opposed to the observed model cost increase. There are a number of
factors, which have contributed to this trend, e.g. an increase in the number of permits issued, and a
need for increased recruitment of iTSCi on-the-ground personnel. In addition, iTSCi levies were significantly augmented in 2013 by a rise in Rwanda’s exports of coltan. Various levy reductions through the
years by both ITRI and, more recently, GMD indicate that certain adjustment procedures do apply
(partly in retrospect) – however, the overall significant increase in modelled incomes accruing to iTSCi
does beg some questions:





During periods when iTSCi levies grow to such an extent, could a proportion of potential excess
income be refunded and redistributed upstream back along the supply chain, so increasing
revenues to Rwandan supply chain stakeholders?
How are iTSCi operational budgets and associated setting of levies externally justified or regulated? Should there be a regulatory role for government?15
Is there a relationship between efficiency of the due diligence system and level of operational
costs?
Do due diligence implementation/ auto-financing costs adequately consider the regional context, that is, iTSCi implementation in different ICGLR member states (e.g., different DRC provinces or Burundi)? Is a level playing field being established at the regional level in order to
avoid mineral price distortions/discrepancies between countries?

These questions are particularly salient in any efficiency evaluation or cost-benefit analysis of prevailing due diligence systems. However, they would require access to ITRI/iTSCi internal data, which is
not publicly available, as well as a systematic internal assessment of GMD fees collected for iTSCi implementation. In the context of iTSCi’s current fundamentally key role in Rwanda’s supply chain due
diligence framework and its impact on mineral market access, it might be reasonable for the government of Rwanda to require access to such internal data for a cost benefit/efficiency analysis as part of
its statutory duty to oversee and safeguard a key economic sector. This becomes even more relevant if
one reflects on (1) state revenues from the mining sector as a whole and (2) the longer-term internal
institutional budget and staff capacity of RNRA/GMD to perform their core functions as mining regulator and geological survey vis-à-vis the efforts put into iTSCi implementation.
As noted above, the costs for due diligence seem to be passed on from exporters to mining companies.
At least for larger companies, such costs are often separated on the purchasing receipts provided by
the exporters. Due diligence costs are not automatically passed further onwards from mining companies to the mine workers, although some companies differentiate gross and net prices where they deduct “transport fees” and other items from the miners’ payment fraction, and these deductions may in
part have a relationship to internal due diligence re-financing needs as well.

15

According to the iTSCi membership agreement, the ITRI levy is set by the iTSCi Steering Committee for each financial year
based on the anticipated budget for the following year and anticipated production of registered iTSCi minerals for the following year. The Steering Committee is supposed to monitor cost-sharing between different minerals, and shall take into
account other funding sources (e.g., donors). Governments do not seem to be formally involved in the current process.
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Besides the direct fee-related costs for external due diligence, larger-scale mining companies and exporters emphasised the significant internal due diligence costs involved, particularly in terms of the man hours required for
administration and to ensure compliance with the various
iTSCi and GMD requirements by company management
and, for exporters, to perform internal monitoring and spot
checks on their suppliers.
For smaller-scale companies and cooperatives, the perceived investment of both time and money in the due diligence framework was much diminished, with a number of
companies signalling that there was no added cost due to
due diligence.16 This might in many cases be more linked to
a relative lack of sensitisation regarding due diligence as
opposed to a wilful disregard of the issue. Given that iTSCi,
through GMD tagging agents, has a ubiquitous presence
and role throughout the sector’s mining companies and
cooperatives, and is directly implicated in the implementation of due diligence, it is possible that iTSCi program
stakeholders could play a role in raising awareness regarding the function of due diligence for ASM actors.
It was also interesting to note that among the mine worker
focus groups, no mine worker associated due diligence
with the issues of traceability and conflict minerals. For
mine workers, due diligence tended to be understood as
referring to health and safety (personal protective equipment) at the mine site, efficient mining productivity and
recovery of minerals, and an equitable price per kilogramme paid to the miner. However, for mine workers
working for larger scale operations, there was an association of due diligence with the prevention of theft.17

Cost of Duplication
A particular area of concern for exporters
was the prospect of increased due diligence
costs due to duplication between iTSCi and
the RCM. While iTSCi has been progressively
rolled out and expanded its role since 2011,
the RCM has initially focused on nationallevel implementation (with costs in Rwanda
absorbed by the Government, so far) but has
recently also shown some progress in terms
of operationalising the regional third party
audit scheme. This scheme, which every
exporter has to submit to via ministerial
order, is required to facilitate the on-going
issuance of national ICGLR export certificates. Costs are supposed to be borne by the
exporter to be audited. Collection of the ITRI
levy already contributes to regular third
party audits (contracted by ITRI as part of
the iTSCi scheme). Both audit systems essentially evaluate the same audit standard, that
is, the OECD Due Diligence Guidance.
Additional RCM-related costs resulting from
GMD mine inspections and export certification are currently absorbed through the
Government budget and thus do not burden
the private sector. However, other ICLGR
member states, such as the DRC, do collect a
levy from the private sector for every ICGLR
certificate issued and Rwanda might decide
to do the same to recover such costs. Additional duplication already exist, e.g., GMD is
carrying out official mine inspections while
iTSCi performs additional mine site baseline
studies essentially serving the same purpose.

A suggestion from some interlocutors was that GMD fees
Duplication of effort and costs will be an
and ITRI levies should be linked to commodity prices. This
issue for Rwandan exporters if the RCM and
would be set along a sliding scale – thus, a fixed fee for a
iTSCi standards and procedures cannot be
aligned. It would be desirable to coordinate
certain range of international market prices, and then a
the two third party audit systems and other
higher or lower fee when the commodity price is above or
service functions, including their funding
below this range. This could assist, albeit to a limited demechanisms, so that extra costs are mitigatgree, in cushioning the Rwandan mining sector from extered, especially in the context of the sector’s
nal market shocks, such as deep fluctuations in commodity
competitiveness at the international level.
prices. However, given the limited fluctuation of due diligence costs per unit in the period 2011-2014 (see above), a
sliding scale might not be justified, although it may be relevant for government to monitor and regulate this once a certain cost threshold value, e.g. 4%, is exceeded. Government could also monitor the
even distribution of DD costs among individual 3Ts, avoiding relative differences beyond a certain
percentage between the individual due diligence cost component (export value) of different 3T concentrates.
16
17

Evidently these are companies for which their exporters do not provide a breakdown of line item deductions, rather just a
net transaction price.
Mooted deterrents against theft, as suggested by the mine workers themselves, were sometimes much more muscular
than from other stakeholders, including armed guards.
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5.5
Distribution of Revenue along the Supply Chain
Subject to the uncertainties and limitations noted previously, Table 6 summarises the distribution of
revenue along the mineral supply chain in Rwanda as obtained in this study, and the data is visualised
in Figure 12. Data in the table is based on individual mineral price information provided by mine
workers, companies/cooperatives, and exporters and verified through documents (e.g., purchasing
records, GMD reports) wherever possible while omitting clearly implausible data. As static adjusted
export prices averaged for all Rwandan supply chains (for a given mineral) and over a 1.5-year time
period (01/2013-05/2014) are used as a reference compared with flexible supply chain price data for
miners and mining companies, local, apparently irregular price artefacts may be created for minimum/maximum values, e.g., in that a company may receive a higher price for a given concentrate lot
(due to high grade) than the average export price. However, it is argued that the median value displayed here is sufficiently robust to provide a reasonable estimate for a “typical” supply chain, while
minimum/maximum values mainly serve as indicators for the high internal variability of the data.
Table 6: Summary of revenue distribution along the supply chain
% of adjusted export value received
Median value (minimum-maximum range)
Wolframite
Mixed*
43 (22-73)
44 (35-53)
73 (63-110)
84 (84-97)

Cassiterite
Coltan
Mine worker
40 (21-52)
63 (30-79)
Company or coop84 (41-103)
83 (71-89)
erative
Exporter
100
100
100
100
* mixed cassiterite-coltan concentrate (85/15 proportions) based on actual prices for miners and some companies/cooperatives as well as modelled adjusted export prices.

Noting the question of payment modalities raised above (where mine workers are mostly paid for
mixed, rather than “pure” coltan concentrate), the mine workers’ share calculated for coltan appears to
be less representative as the values for cassiterite, wolframite, and mixed cassiterite-coltan concentrate. For the latter group of mineral concentrates, the median share of mine workers is consistently
within the 40-44% range. As shown above, the amount thus generated is often sufficient for miners to
save a modest amount of their monthly income which is higher than for other professions in rural areas. In this regard, payment to miners may be overall characterised as “fair” in Rwanda (as far as the
investigated sample is representative), noting the significant impact of higher-than-average income on
income diversification options (and the reverse for lower incomes) as explained above.
Companies and cooperatives collect a share from the mineral export price which is largely sub-equal
to that obtained by miners for cassiterite, mixed cassiterite-coltan, and wolframite (the slight deviation for wolframite may be representative or due to temporary price bias effects as noted above). The
remaining price fraction represents the relatively homogeneous exporters’ share. From this value distribution it is obvious that collection of the 4% royalty, which is seen as an operational expense, will
have a significant impact on the exporters’ profit margin, if the former is in fact absorbed by them. In
many cases, exporters indicate that they recover the combined due diligence (traceability) levies of ca.
2-4% through adjusted treatment charges to be paid by mining companies, though this is often not indicated on invoice documents (especially for small companies). Some exporters are planning to pass
on the newly added costs for the 4% mining royalty in a similar way.
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Figure 12: Distribution of the revenue from the sale of cassiterite, wolframite, mixed cassiterite-coltan,
and coltan concentrate, relative to the adjusted export value. Pre-concentrate - concentrate normalisation
factor 0.9 assumed for export value adjustment; the model adjusted export value for mixed concentrate was calculated as noted in the text. Model due diligence cost proportions levied at the export stage (usually passed on to
mining companies) are shown for comparison; the 4% royalty tax, currently collected at the export level, on 3T
minerals is not shown.
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6

6

Mining Beneficiaries, Value Retention, Tax Regime and Communities

6.1
Mining Beneficiaries
Key questions for this study are to what extent does mining-related revenue (exemplified by record
export figures of more than USD200 million in 2013) remain in the country and who are its beneficiaries. While a reliable quantitative assessment of this question does not appear possible due to the challenges in robust data availability as indicated above, qualitatively, our research indicates that the great
majority of mining-related income directly or indirectly benefits the Rwandan economy. Through the
purchase of materials, goods and services and the payment of taxes, levies and the recently enacted
royalty, supply chain members transform and distribute part of the value of mined minerals as cash
and in-kind payments to a broad range of local, regional and national beneficiaries. This is summarised
in Table 7. Profits of individual mine workers and mining companies are often invested in other business in Rwanda, though, critically, re-investment into the mining sector itself is limited (see next chapter). It is unclear to what extent exporter profits, as estimated from the income analysis of this study,
are re-invested into the Rwandan economy, but their overall value seems to be relatively minor after
the introduction of the 4% royalty tax on 3T minerals which exporters claim to be absorbing for the
time being.
Table 7: Beneficiaries of mining and their relevance for the Rwandan economy
Beneficiary

Benefit

Disbursement

Mine workers

Payments for mineral sales,
wages and salaries and in
many cases, health insurance
paid by the company or cooperative.

Mine worker income appears to be disbursed / invested within
Rwanda.
A large majority of the mine workers live in or near local communities; disbursement of their income therefore generates direct economic benefits in the local communities that host the mining activity.
A significant proportion of mining-related income is put into other
assets such as livestock, housing and local non-mining businesses.

Subcontractors
and assistant staff

Mining-related assets, salaries
and profits from managing /
subcontracting mine workers.

Sub-contractor and assistant income and profits appear to be disbursed / invested within Rwanda.
Some profit is invested in local non-mining businesses

Mining company
staff and owners

Mining-related assets, salaries
and profits from the sale of
minerals.

Disbursements are primarily within Rwanda, although some equipment is imported and larger companies may employ expatriate staff.
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Cooperative members and management

Profit and salaries from the
sale of minerals.

Disbursements are primarily within Rwanda, although some equipment may be imported. Cooperative ownership is necessarily (according to law) Rwandan and it is a reasonable assumption that
expatriation of profits is minimal.

Internal trader
staff and owners

Trading-related assets and
profit from the differential in
purchase and sale price of
traded minerals.

The usage and destination of internal trader profits is unclear (i.e.
the division between Rwanda and other countries).

Exporter staff and
owners

Trading-related assets, salaries and profits.

Disbursements are primarily within Rwanda, although some equipment may be imported. The destination of exporter profits is unclear
(i.e. the division between Rwanda and other countries).

Goods and service
providers

Revenue, salaries and profits
from the sales of services to
mine workers, mining companies, cooperatives, internal
traders and exporters.

The majority of goods and service providers appear to be Rwandan
and therefore the disbursements are assumed to be (primarily)
made in Rwanda. A proportion of goods and services are provided
locally (in proximity to the mine site), generating direct economic
benefits amongst local communities that host the mining activity
(even though there are no statutory requirements for local procurement).

Extended families of all the above
Central and district
level revenue collection

Royalties, due diligence fees,
employment-related taxes,
corporate taxes and district
levies (patente, location du
terrain and caisse sociale).

All generate revenue at central and district levels.

As with any sector (and indeed any country), government revenue from mining may be lost through
tax avoidance (e.g. illegal trading, under-reporting of production and loss of PAYE tax on miners’ income due to unregistered sub-contractors) and limited enforcement capacity. However, it is probable
that untaxed mining-related revenue still circulates in the Rwandan economy, returning some revenue
indirectly to the government. Companies and cooperatives supplement their other economic inputs at
the local level through voluntary community development contributions as outlined below.
6.2
Retention of Value
The retention of mining value in-country, as opposed to its being expatriated abroad, is often an emotive issue. When non-sustainable, finite natural resources are being exploited, it is understandable that
concerned citizens might hope that most, if not all, of the profits accrued remain in the country of
origin, percolating through and so benefiting the economy, as opposed to their being channelled
abroad and so benefiting a foreign economy.
However, it is important to distinguish two sub-categories of in-country value retention: between mining value being re-invested into the mining sector and mining value being retained in the country, but
not necessarily to fuel mining sector development. On the one hand the former allows a degree of selfsufficiency through increased, and much-needed, investment in the sector. This is especially important, in the context of the challenges facing the sectorial financing needs (see next chapter). Given
that context, retention of mining value in the sector could potentially significantly contribute to longerterm mining development. However, in terms of national and macroeconomic development, retention
of the mining value in-country is sufficient, as the profits from mining-related activities will lubricate
the whole economy, through investment in property services such as tourism, construction and so on.
The study findings in this regard are mainly based on qualitative data collection. Based on this analysis, it is reasonable to assume that the majority of income received by the mine workers remains in
Rwanda through the purchase of local goods and services (see Table 7). Indeed, this disposable income
undoubtedly contributes to the recorded national-level increase in household consumption. In addition, due to the relatively basic mining techniques used by the majority of companies and cooperatives
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there is limited need for overseas procurement. Thus, most of the mining entities’ operating costs are
provided by local suppliers. Indeed, imported goods are normally sourced from a Rwandan supplier,
so some part of the purchase price is distributed in the local/Rwandan economy. In this way, for both
mine worker payments/wages and most mining operator procurement needs, mining value remains
in-country18.
During interviews with mine workers and company / cooperative employees the use of mining-related revenue to fund
other business opportunities was mentioned repeatedly.
Therefore, it appears that a proportion of mining-related
profits are channelled into other sectors of the economy, such
as property for rental, hotels or the purchase of vehicles for
hire. While the latter might initially seem like a net loss for
Rwanda with mining-related profits being channelled into
imports from abroad, in return for a depreciating asset, the
combination of Rwanda’s high import duties and continuing
tax take from the rental income should offset this. However, it
is also possible that investment in other business opportunities is used as a means of reducing the overall tax burden.

Export of Minerals vs.
Refined Products
The continued export of concentrates
rather than refined metals is perceived as
a potentially lost opportunity to increase
the retention of mining value in Rwanda
(due particularly to the loss of by-product
tantalum in tin slags, the value of which
does not accrue to the exporter, but also
the loss of employment and the development of specialist service providers to
support a new smelting and refining sector). An independent feasibility study of
options, costs and benefits of in-country
smelting and refining should be commissioned to assess whether such activities
would be technically and economically
feasible and sustainable in the Rwandan
context (see Section 7).

Market volatility – fluctuating metal prices or temporary constraints on market access and customer diversification – appears to encourage mining entrepreneurs to diversify revenue-generation as far as possible in order to insure against
lean periods when mining is unprofitable. Income diversification actually enables small-scale miners, and so most of the
mining sector’s operators, to survive. In the absence of widespread access to low-interest bridging loans, mining operators have no alternative but to invest in other sources of revenue generation, whether to accrue rents
or to convert property into cash so as to cross-subsidise the mining operations. This again highlights
the importance of financing. Widespread availability of financing, and thus bridging loans for externally-determined lean periods, is critical and would encourage reinvestment of mining profits into the
mining sector. Where mining operators had been successful in securing loans for investment and mining development, they need to have diversified revenue streams in order to service the loans during
periods when mining-related revenue declines (in effect this is non-permanent cross-subsidisation,
which is a proven business philosophy; the question of if and when subsidisation is more broadly appropriate requires further research).
Value retention within Rwanda’s mining sector is clearly quite distinct from the issue of mining value
being expatriated outside the country. Inevitably, this will particularly focus on foreign-owned companies, whether mining or trading entities, especially as they tend to be the larger scale actors, with arguably the least motivation in investing in other economic sectors in Rwanda. However, it is important
to bear in mind that expatriation of profits is far from being monopolised by foreign-based entities.

18

In terms of the linkage between due diligence costs and mining value retention in-country, GMD fees are essentially reinvested, as they are used to support the employment of the GMD agents supervising the traceability system. On the other
hand, iTSCi payments are likely partly expatriated overseas and thus not reinvested in Rwanda. However, a relatively
small proportion of those fees are redistributed in-country through employment and disbursement of income in Rwanda
by the PACT employees managing iTSCi implementation on behalf of ITRI. In the absence of budget transparency, one
might assume that significant proportions of the ITRI fees go towards out-of-country expenses, such as ITRI and PACT
overheads, ITRI management fees for the mineral tracking database, travel costs, tax-free importation of equipment, third
party audit costs. The Rwandan Government would need to request internal iTSCi budget justification in order to evaluate
this further.
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Locally-based companies are quite capable of doing so, with tax evasion being one of several potential
motivations.
However, the primary challenge is first to establish the extent of profit, or loss, being generated by
each company. As observed above, from research conducted, it appears that a relatively sizeable proportion of mining-related entities do not have the capacity to maintain reliable accounts such that this
question cannot be answered comprehensively at this stage. Thus, it is important that the government
reinforces existing financial auditing activity and capacity (for example, RRA financial audits as well as
use of financial data analysis generated as a “side effect” from third party audits in the context of supply chain due diligence, e.g. iTSCi) which will identify existing gaps for individual companies and may
thus motivate reinforcement of capacities in this regard. Alternatively, the government may consider
initiating a process of comprehensive third party auditing of the whole supply chain, from mine site to
exporter (this would, however, have to be subject to the principles of taxation in that such auditing
would need to be cost-efficient to avoid introducing an unreasonable cost burden). Auditing will almost certainly increase the fiscal receipts for government, especially important in the light of the levying of the new royalty rate, and should thus further increase retention of mining value in Rwanda.
6.3
Tax Regime
With regard to the extractive industries, the challenge for national tax authorities, both in the Rwandan context and elsewhere, lies in finding the balance between a fiscal regime sufficiently attractive to
attract new investment and acceptable tax receipts from the extractives sector. There are often tensions between these two sometimes competing agendas. In Rwanda, the situation is further complicated by the fact that the mining sector is predominantly, in terms of the number of mining entities and
allocation of permits, made up of artisanal and small-scale companies and cooperatives, while at the
same time also involving a small number of larger scale companies. Thus the fiscal regime must marry
tax collection from small-scale and artisanal mining operations with the most effective fiscal environment suited for larger-scale mining projects (World Bank, 2014).
As the tax regime currently stands, there is little sign that the fiscal focus is especially orientated towards the mining sector, whether small-scale or larger-scale. There are few mining specific taxes. Most
revenue comes from corporate income tax, payroll tax (PAYE), excise, and VAT19. In 2012, tax receipts
from the mining sector contributed 1% of total tax revenues (World Bank, 2014). In the latter half of
2013, a royalty tax (at a rate of 4% for 3T minerals and 6% for precious metals and stones) was introduced. With its imposition at the exporter stage of the supply chain, which is less challenging in terms
of tax collection, the royalty tax does not differentiate between those larger-scale companies and the
smaller-scale, more ASM operations. If the mining sector were to reach its MINIRENA 2017 target of
USD400 million in exports20, one can estimate annual royalty receipts of USD16 million, which would
bring the sector much closer to attaining the government 2020 target of a USD30 million contribution
to national revenues, especially given the other indirect taxes such as VAT, PAYE21, and so on.
While Rwanda’s system for tax management and fiscal revenue collection is often cited as a relative
exemplar both regionally and beyond, any tax system depends to a certain degree upon the compliance of tax-payers in their tax declarations. Across the study’s representative sample, it was clear that
a significant number of smaller scale mining companies and cooperatives were not declaring and so
19

20
21

Besides the four principal taxes (corporate income tax, PAYE, excise and VAT), and the royalty tax, traders and exporters
also pay a renewable license fee (USD441 for three years), issued by MINICOM. Traders and exporters are currently all
based primarily in Kigali – in addition they pay the slightly higher Kigali rates for patente and hygiene tax.
However, as noted previously, the 2017 USD400 million export target is undoubtedly dauntingly ambitious. Also, royalty
payments may be classified as operational costs and would hence reduce exporter profits subject to corporate income tax.
Assuming the median value of RWF60,000 monthly income from miners as base for PAYE (this is a conservative estimate,
given that the miners’ average income is higher, plus they may have additional income sources) implies monthly PAYE tax
dues of RWF6,000 per miner. For a total number of 34,000 miners this implies monthly tax dues of RWF200 million or
USD300,000. Except for a few companies, much of this income currently goes untaxed.
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paying what was fiscally required of them. There are a number of potential reasons for this. One could
well be that the respective company did not have the sufficient administrative or accounting capacity
to keep track of the data required to complete an accurate tax return. This was almost certainly the
case with a number of companies and cooperatives, which simply could not have provided the information required to calculate tax obligations, as their records did not exist. A few other companies and
cooperatives were almost certainly engaged in tax evasion, through under-declaring both figures for
both production and profit/loss, with their statements of account sometimes bearing very limited correspondence to what was evinced from production or tagging logbooks. A rigorous third party audit of
each actor in the supply chain would soon expose such cases, and presumably ensure a degree of increased fiscal revenue for the state.
The fiscal contribution of the mining sector to local government is negligible – the patente, surface
rents or land tax, and hygiene tax are relatively insignificant. Moreover, there is a degree of inconsistency in the application of fees. The majority of smaller scale mining companies and cooperatives
pay surface rents and the patente to the district; but some make these payments at the sector level.
Local government authorities tend not to have any record of the mining sector’s overall contribution
to district revenues; nor is there any record of how these fees were used by local administrations. In
line with other ICGLR member states, Rwanda could decide to tackle the issues of decentralised distribution and oversight of mining-related fiscal receipts in the context of an application for EITI accession.

6.4
Mining’s Impact on Local Communities
Aside from a minority comprising the largest mining companies, the sampled mining entities do not
accurately monitor or record their voluntary contributions to local communities. Given the lack of capacity in accounting and data management affecting a number of the companies and cooperatives, it is
difficult to establish an accurate record of the historical contributions to local communities. Neither
do, in the districts surveyed, local government offices keep a specific record of the contribution of the
mining sector to the district, whether through locally payable tax receipts, parafiscality charges or voluntary contributions.
Across the representative sample, there was considerable variation among mining companies and cooperatives in the value of annual contributions to the local community development, ranging from a
minimum of RWF100,000 (ca. USD150) to USD50,000 per year. As one might expect, the larger scale
mining companies retained more easily accessible records of their voluntary contributions to local
communities. These included, but were not limited to, contributions to the Agaciro Development Fund,
local hospitals and other healthcare facilities, schools, other public infrastructure such as stadiums, the
one cow per family (Girinka) program, support for vulnerable members of the local community, and
genocide memorials. In addition, it also appeared that in some sectors individual mine workers were
also obliged to pay a ‘tithe’ to similar local community causes. However, this was not company policy,
and was decided at the sector level.
In terms of mining company and cooperative contributions to local communities through payment of
local taxes, these seemed relatively negligible. Mining companies are obligated to pay patente (applicable to any business operating for profit), land tax, and hygiene tax (in the case of companies with
offices and/or facilities in urban areas). Although based on a sliding scale, the maximum payable is relatively insignificant, and would hardly be noticeable on the balance sheet of the larger scale companies, with turnover up to USD750,000 per month. In fact, this point was corroborated by local government officials at the district level. In the case of Kayonza district, quarries provide a much more significant financial return to the local government than mining companies or cooperatives. The reason for
this is that each lorry pays RWF4,000 per day for its transit through the district. With up to 100 lorries
going to and from quarries in Kayonza daily, the local government can receive RWF400,000 every day
from the quarrying sector. Local officials did observe, though, that the mining companies stepped in
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with important social and infrastructure contributions, especially relative to other economic actors
operating in the district, as well as providing significant employment.
Most mine workers, except in the case of remote mine sites, tend to be recruited from local communities neighbouring the mining concession. This thus provides a direct injection of the mine workers’
disposable income into the immediate local community. Unlike in many other sub-Saharan countries,
the mining sector is not affected by tensions over ‘local’ employment, at least in part due to the fact
that the relatively basic methods employed by the majority of mining operators just require unskilled,
manual labour.
The economic impact of mining-related employment on local communities is of consequence. As observed above, Rwanda is experiencing increasing diversification away from exclusive dependency on
agriculture. This in turn has led to rising disposable incomes and rising consumption. A rise of 22% in
mining employment at the national level has made it the most the most impressive economic sector in
terms of employment growth (NISR, 2012; World Bank, 2014). Thus, the mining sector can often be
the most important driver for socio-economic development in those local communities which benefit
from mining employment. Across the representative sample, although many mine workers enjoyed
diversified sources of income besides mining, all self-identified as mine workers, and categorically asserted an improvement in their living standards since take up of the profession. It is interesting to note
that this was even the case with mine workers who earned more from other income-generating activities than from mining. In fact, the mine workers interviewed for the purpose of this study almost universally identified mining as the enabling factor, which had allowed them to build up rents from other
revenue streams.

The Social License to Operate
The social license, or social permit, effectively means a community’s general approval or broad social acceptance of a
company’s operations. Unlike the legal obligation of compliance with contractual undertakings, such as relocation of
impacted communities or compensation for agriculture affected by the mining project, which can and should be of finite
duration and scope, the social license is predicated upon a continuous and ongoing dynamic between the company and
the society/community, primarily local though also national. Moreover, evaluating the extent of the social license accorded can be particularly elusive. This is because it is predicated upon the relativity of vantage point and perception,
namely the perception of the company’s activities by the community (and indeed how the community’s perception of the
company activities is perceived by whoever is assessing the degree of social license).
It is possible that a proportion of the newly introduced royalty tax could be redistributed to better benefit local communities and government, whether collected at the central or more decentralised level. It’s important to bear in mind that
Rwanda’s mining sector – despite having existed for almost a century now – is currently still at a relatively early developmental stage, progressively consolidating itself, both in terms of productivity, governance and fiscal/economic contribution to the national economy. While the ‘social license to operate’ remains of limited current relevance or currency, as
the sector matures and develops it is likely that maintaining the social license among local communities will become
increasingly important. Programs of corporate social responsibility play an important role in ensuring the social license,
as do issues of ‘local local’ employment and procurement. However, perceptions of the destination for fiscal benefits from
mining are also important in maintaining local communities’ toleration of mining activities. Decentralised tax collection
and mining regulation could go some way in addressing those needs in the future.
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7

7

Production and Productivity – Opportunities and Constraints

This section draws the link from a general productivity analysis to the discussion of productivityenabling factors. This refers to mining and processing methods, the required skill sets associated with
these, and the underlying ingredient for all of the above – investment.
7.1
Production and Productivity Relationships
Absolute production of 3T minerals in Rwanda is occasionally claimed to be linked to international
commodity prices with higher prices stimulating more widespread 3T mining activities. Analysis of
Rwandan exports from 1998-2013 (Figure 13) indicates that this proposed link is statistically weak in
terms of a linear correlation, though a qualitative tendency complying with this claim can be observed.
This weak link must be driven from the top down (i.e. by exporters and/or mining companies and cooperatives) as, in recent times, there appears to be no correlation between commodity prices and the
price per kilogramme received by mine workers (i.e. rising commodity prices will not of themselves
trigger new mine worker entrants to the sector). As commodity prices rise, previously uneconomic or
sub-economic ore or old tailings may become of commercial interest and site expansion or the opening
of new sites may occur, requiring additional mine workers.
This reflects the globally typical situation where ASM intensity preferentially reacts to commodity
price variations and fills short-term supply gaps before longer-term, global industrial production cycles, requiring more time for financing and planning of production ramp-ups (if justified by a changed
market environment), materialise.22 It is clear, though, that additional factors impact on Rwanda’s 3T
production and mining sector development and expansion, including regulatory changes following the
sector’s privatisation process. It is also evident that partly price-driven ASM activities ultimately represent a limited growth model in a small country such as Rwanda where well-developed infrastructure
makes most of the land easily accessible and artisanal exploitation has already taken place for decades.
In this context, in the absence of business planning and systematic mine development (including ex22

This balance is particularly delicate for the global tantalum market. While countries such as Australia dispose of significant Ta resources, market prices often do not justify their conversion to mineable reserves. Should prices reach a level
where the latter would seem profitable, the huge production volumes of these world-class deposits would flood the market, cause Ta price decreases and render the whole operation sub-economic again. This is why while Ta resources in the
Great Lakes Region exploited via ASM may continue to play a dominant role in the market, the development of competition through establishing low-cost industrial mines elsewhere in the world may at some point alter the region’s position.
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ploration/evaluation), such an approach will ultimately be limited according to the finite amount of
material accessible for relatively low-skilled workers relying on manual extraction methods while also
considering potential competition on land use through other activities.

Figure 13: Annual exports of 3Ts versus average export price
for the 1998-2013 period (data source: BNR 2014)

Absolute production at geologically viable deposits may be increased by improved techniques (in
terms of machines and management), increasing the number of operational mine sites and increasing
the number of mine workers. However, absolute production may not be correlated with productivity
in terms of effort and in fact higher overall production may actually reflect lower productivity per unit
of effort if simply achieved through increasing the number of mine workers.
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The principal constraints to improving productivity (i.e. production per unit of effort) are:









Limited understanding of geological factors. Detailed or conceptual knowledge of ore reserves and
resources appears rare among the range of study
participants, especially smaller companies and coMechanisation, ASM Sector
operatives. There is often an assumption that a givDevelopment & Employment
en site will have a lengthy production period. This
Current production is largely characteris sometimes based on historic production, but the
ised by labour-intensive artisanal methbasis for such assumptions at more recent operaods; with investment, semi-mechanisation
tions is unclear. This may be linked to the difficulty
and full-mechanisation may both be posin defining ‘nuggetty’ deposits or the lack of mining
sible for a range of mine sites. Maintaining and expanding employment in the
experience that seems apparent in some mining
mining industry will then be a significant
companies and cooperatives;
factor in its future development. The proLack of mine planning (mining and mineral prospect of increasing productivity through
cessing) experience and expertise amongst compaeconomies of scale (and concomitant reductions in total employment) is likely to
ny and cooperative owners and mine workers,
be unpalatable to most if not all of the
combined with under-investment by the company
industry’s key stakeholders, including
or cooperative owners. Consequently, reliance on
policymakers and strategists in governartisanal methods, using manual approaches to
ment. Therefore, the realistic target
mining and mineral processing. There appears to
should be to increase levels of mechanisation at small-scale mining operations
be significant residual mineral content in postwhile maintaining or increasing levels of
washing waste (some interviewees indicated that
employment. In part, this may be possible
as much as 50% of the mined mineral is dumped
by reducing the number of people mining
with the tailings, though quantitative assessments
and offsetting with increased numbers
operating processing equipment.
are lacking). This is a particular issue where tailings
are washed into local streams and rivers, as the residual mineral is effectively lost to the company.
Where tailings are stored systematically (requiring adequate planning, also for safety reasons,
as mining often takes place on steep slopes), the company may be able to return to these and
reprocess in the future (this also applies to already existing historical tailings). However, this
approach is overall less efficient relative to establishing the correct grade-recovery conditions
for mining and processing from the outset;
Absence of necessary infrastructure at many sites, such as water and grid electricity and reliance on expensive generators;
Previous ‘cherry-picking’ of easily accessible ore bodies, leaving mainly concealed or lowergrade ore bodies to be mined. Cherry-picking is aggravated by the use of basic mineral processing techniques, which accentuates the need to target production from mining with adequate mine development, where appropriate;
Identifying appropriate means to incentivise and facilitate mine workers to increase their
productivity – mechanisation is one obvious possibility (if justified by appropriate resources),
but whether financial incentives would give adequate financial returns or be accommodated
within the current distribution of revenue (see previous chapter, Table 6/Figure 12) is unclear.
Based on the analysed data, mine workers receive a reasonable portion of the overall revenue
(on average). There may be little room to incentivise them financially without companies and
cooperatives considering that the erosion of their margins (to enable investment in productivity) is unacceptable.

There are several key opportunities to improve productivity (both in terms of overall production and
productivity per unit of effort):
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Increase investment in training and equipment (moving towards semi-mechanised mining and
processing methods where appropriate);
Improve planning and development of mining and processing activities, including its efficiency
and recovery of minerals through optimised mechanisation;
Train subcontractors, capitas, and company and cooperative management to upgrade their
technical, financial, planning and management skills.

7.2
Experience and Expertise in the Mining Sector
Our study shows that experience in the mining sector, including business planning, mine development
as well as the geological evaluation of mineral occurrences/ore deposits, is limited. There is little understanding among the interviewed stakeholders of the concepts of resources estimation, reserve calculation and the predicted life of mine. Most mine workers and mining companies assume that their
site will continue to produce at the same or higher levels in the future, although there might in fact be
risks for a slow decline into sub-economic and unsustainable activity. None of the sites surveyed considered project longevity to be an issue, despite the frequent absence of data or mine planning upon
which to base this assumption (with only the larger operations having business plans and mine planning data).
The geology and mineralogy of 3T ore deposits/occurrences can be complex, with veins and dykes
containing individual or mixed economic mineral assemblages. As it is common in ASM, the geological
and mining expertise and experience are frequently not adequate to optimise the development and
exploitation of such deposits. Easily accessible zones of mineralisation are relatively rapidly exploited
with limited consideration for planning of access to potentially deeper-seated ore zones. There is a
lack of formal training in mining and mineral processing disciplines and a greater degree of selftrained owners and staff. This translates into potential losses in efficiency in mining and processing
activities, sub-optimum concentrations of valuable minerals in the waste fraction, lower productivity,
lower revenue and profits and the reduced generation (directly and indirectly) of benefits for the
Rwandan economy.
The RDB promotes the mining sector and facilitates the process of setting up a company in Rwanda
and obtaining a licence by MINIRENA to mine. However, this is not necessarily consistent with attracting appropriate people to the mining sector, that are ‘fit and proper’ in terms of establishing and maintaining a mining company and developing an economically sustainable business that is positioned for
long-term growth. There is an understanding that screening of new entrants to the sector would be
beneficial (by ensuring that such entrants are ‘fit for purpose’) but implementing this approach would
undermine sectoral growth as there is an insufficient pool of existing skilled and knowledgeable people within Rwanda. Capacity building is therefore required after rather than before mining companies
are set up and working.23
As many existing and new entrants to the sector have little or no experience of mining, there is an opportunity (and perhaps responsibility) for knowledge transfer (on technical, financial, accounting and
recordkeeping matters) from larger companies to smaller companies and cooperatives: this could be
undertaken company-to-company or leveraged through the RMA. The capacity for developing robust
business and technical plans as a base for systematic mine development is limited at present and
needs to be developed through appropriate capacity building, optionally through GMD and other government departments or through the private sector itself.

23

Performance indicators for the RDB then needed to be linked to the outcomes of its promotional activities (i.e. the indicator should not be how many companies are established, but the productivity and longevity of the companies established).
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7.3

Investment in Rwanda’s Mining Industry
Although the mining sector is currently growing, this is not
reflected in loan financing: new cash loans for mining authorised by nine commercial banks, three microfinance
banks and the Development Bank of Rwanda in 2013
Scale of Investment
amounted only to RWF0.2 billion (out of a total of
There is a strong argument that Rwanda’s
RWF472.5 billion loaned; BNR, 2014). Although investment
mining sector is sufficiently small that
potential may be limited by the relatively small size of the
investment to stimulate production and
mining sector, the fact that loans within the sector only
export value could largely be sourced
from within Rwanda, maximising the benamount to 0.04% of total loans for 2013 indicates there are
efit to the national economy, i.e. largeother significant constraints24.
scale foreign investment may not be required and may ultimately only benefit
the foreign investors. This is not the case
where a developing country has industrial-scale deposits that it has no chance of
effectively exploiting due to technical
difficulties and investment of hundreds of
millions or billions of dollars to construct
a single project. What is needed in Rwanda is the skill-base to ensure that relatively small amounts of investment are used
effectively.

As observed above, Rwanda’s mining sector is predominantly artisanal and small-scale. Mining methods for many
of the sector’s companies and cooperatives are basic, with
limited mechanisation, both in terms of mining and mineral
processing. Investment is needed in order to increase rates
of productivity and mineral recovery and to maintain the
technical and financial viability of future mining activities.
Stakeholders consistently cited this as an impediment to
mining development, as did government officials.

In general, the mining sector is often considered unstable
and lacks securities against which to loan, with loans to the
mining sector usually considered to be high risk. One of the
challenges here is that, due to the artisanal nature of most
operations, mining companies lack the relevant geological
data, most importantly reliable estimates of geological resources and mining reserves, which usually justify bank
loans for larger mining operations. Moreover, local banks
need better sensitisation as to the geological specificities of
types of mineralisation often typical in Rwanda, whereby
the exploration of deposits is actually carried out during the
process of mining. This has the implication that, while the
mine’s life remains relatively short, exhausted reserves can
be continuously replaced with new reserves as part of the
mining process. Also, particularly in the case of smaller
companies and cooperatives, internal procedures for data
and financial management are sometimes so deficient that it
is unlikely the entity would have the capacity to submit a
successful loan application, even if the banks were more
willing to lend to the sector.

Royalty Ring-fencing
One suggestion made by stakeholders was
that the 4% royalty tax on 3T minerals
should have a degree of ring-fencing for
re-investment into the Rwandan mining
sector. A possible model was that 1%
might be passed on to local communities;
1% would go to national coffers; and the
remaining 2% could be reinvested into a
fund which would offer mining companies
access to loans with low or zero percentage interest rates specifically for verified
exploration or investment purposes, such
as mechanisation. These loans would not
support operational costs, but would be
exclusively destined to upgrade mining
and recovery processes as well as ore deposit evaluation.
This type of approach would require the
development of government capacity to
manage the fund and a detailed framework to enable, support and monitor
company use of funds.

This lack of financing for investment leads to one of the key
challenges currently facing Rwanda’s mining sector – undercapitalisation. Undercapitalisation is the primary impediment to increasing mechanisation and upscaling mining
productivity and recovery (along with a lack of skills and experience on appropriate technical management in this regard). Companies in the mining sector do, however, have other financing options.
24

As noted by the World Bank (2014), the aid shortfall characterising Rwanda in 2013 continues to have a significant impact on lending as well.
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Depending on the ownership structure, mining companies and exporters may be financed by foreign
investors. Pre-financing by internal traders and exporters allows mining companies to manage operating costs and invest in mine development (with potential production increases), with the preconcentrate produced sold to the pre-financing trader or exporter.
Pre-Financing Arrangements
Pre-financing is in some ways a phenomenon of the competition between the respective traders and
exporters in Rwanda. Some of the latter are attempting, successfully, to accumulate market share
through offering significant loans to what effectively become client mineral suppliers.25 It is perhaps
no coincidence that one exporter’s exponential expansion, currently with almost 50% of market share,
coincided with its roll-out of approximately USD9 million in recoverable support26 to mining companies and cooperatives. In this case, the lending program has clearly aided the exporter’s expansion,
and was in turn made possible by the resources made available by a foreign-based parent company.
Other exporters have also had to adopt a similar model of pre-financing to their suppliers in order to
retain market-share.
However, it is moot whether this is sustainable in the medium to long-term. Firstly, it is unclear
whether the mining companies and cooperatives are uniformly investing in developing efficiencies in
productivity and recovery. From discussions with interlocutors for this study, the destination of such
funding seems almost evenly split between real mining development investment and bridge loans to
cover running costs. In the case of the latter, this form of exporter financing is unlikely to be sustainable, especially with regard to relatively major loans, as mining companies will be increasingly unable
to pay back the loans without having invested in improved productivity and efficiencies, as opposed to
operational costs. It is interesting that advances from exporters appear to be relatively long-term, with
fluid conditions regarding repayment. Indeed, the majority of companies and cooperatives benefiting
from such financial support were unable to define the specific repayment terms. In some cases the accountant was unable to quantify the total advanced or the amount outstanding.
Although the OECD Due Diligence Guidance recommends that supplier engagement is strengthened
and long-term relationships are established, it needs to be evaluated further whether the financial arrangements extend significantly to improving due diligence along the supply chain. The latter should
be favoured where exporters combine pre-financing of companies with capacity building on mine development and management, also in line with their own due diligence policies. On the other hand, undercapitalisation and under-investment risk creating a vicious circle leading to reduced production
and lower wages and employment. That then in turn would catalyse further sectorial instability, with
the attendant risks of mineral theft and illegal trading, which are a reinforced disincentive to inward
investment.
It is also important to note that Rwanda’s geographical and regional context make it particularly vulnerable to supply chain externalities, such as the temporary reduction in regional access to downstream tungsten processors observed recently. Moreover, the markets for both coltan and wolframite
are notably non-transparent, and often marked by significant price fluctuations, especially in the case
of the former. This impacts mining companies, especially those without sufficient cash to cushion such
shocks. In that case, bridging loans from exporters are absolutely crucial to provide liquidity for the
survival of such companies, given the current lack of financing from local banks. The downside is that,
as the situation currently stands, the market may become too dependent on funding from a few incountry dominant actors.

25
26

These loans are sometimes made directly, and at other times indirectly through providing funding to internal traders,
who in turn lend to the mining companies and cooperatives.
There is currently some debate within the sector as to whether this support from exporters to mining companies should
be considered as an investment or as a loan. This distinction is important in terms of the exporters’ accounting for tax
purposes.
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Foreign Direct Investment
Attracting FDI is a major priority for the government. One
of its targets for the mining sector is to increase the level
of FDI to USD500 million by 2017/18. Since 2012, the RDB
has signed up 22 new mining projects, involving USD110.5
million in investment commitments which represent a
significant share of all FDI directed towards Rwanda
(World Bank, 2014). However, despite attempts, there is
currently no accurate or centralised record of cumulative
investments in the mining sector. Thus, it is unknown to
what degree investment commitments have been implemented historically. Moreover, across the representative
sample for this study, there was no uniform standard of
record-keeping or data management that charted investment inflows into mining companies or cooperatives. In
general, the larger companies kept accurate investment
records, while smaller mining entities’ record-keeping was
often lacking. An additional important factor is the common understanding between the government and private
investor as to what constitutes actual “investment” as opposed to operational costs of a mine (or a loan).

Long-term Mining Permits
The issue of long-term exploitation permits
is a key factor for promoting inward investment in the mining sector. The granting
of long-term permits typically requires
lengthy and detailed negotiations. Recently,
this was further complicated during a transitional period between the existing mining
law and the proposed publication of a new
mining law and the creation of new license
types in Rwanda. Long-term permits not
only ascribe obligations and commitments
to the mining company, but also effectively
lock the government into a relationship
with a long-term investor, who may prove
difficult to dislodge in the case of vicissitudes in the future, especially when the
investor outlays do not appear to match
existing commitments. It is important that
potential investors see the permitting process as one of finite duration, with the likelihood of being issued a long-term permit,
subject to meeting clearly defined and
promulgated criteria, which would in turn
lead to the injection of funds by foreign
investors. With the publication of the new
mining law, it is reasonable to assume that
the permitting process will become less
complex than was the case during the transitional period between the old (2008) and
new (2014) laws.

One challenge and possible disincentive to potential inward investors is the regional, and political, context for
Rwanda’s mining sector, in that the Dodd-Frank Act and
the reporting regulations of the US Securities and Exchange Commission prescribe companies sourcing minerals from Rwanda to comply with the supply chain due diligence framework defined by the OECD, with iTSCi and
CFSP implementation being an effect of this situation. As
explored in this study, this adds to production costs for
mining companies, relative to other countries in subSaharan Africa. It also implies risks of limited market access (and, in some cases, reputation), thus acting as a disincentive to downstream actors to source from the GLR, or serving as a cover for the same
to cut prices paid for relevant minerals sourced from the region. This underlines the importance, for
development of the mining sector, of continued compliance with the international and industry-led
traceability and certification schemes, combined with the implementation of an effective international
communication strategy by Rwandan mining sector stakeholders to publicly report on progress on
such matters and engage relevant downstream actors.
7.4

Structural Consolidation of Mineral Supply Chains

The principal supply chain stakeholders in Rwanda were described in detail above. With regards to
this structure, financing (for mineral purchases and “investment” loans) flows from the exporter level
to mining companies, so far, occasionally, via an internal trader who is reported to aggregate the production from small companies. This section briefly examines potential implications of the supply chain
consolidation process where the internal trader tier is supposed to be removed, as well as broader implications arising from the present structure.
The question is whether the elimination of the internal trader tier will result in further economic power being concentrated in the exporters, with potentially lower prices being established for smaller volumes of mineral lots (no longer aggregated by internal traders) or whether this will help drive mecha- 51 -
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nisation and mine development to increase productivity (volumes) to meet potential minimum volume
requirements set by the exporters (or improve the negotiating position of smaller producers). In this
sense, there might be a risk that elimination of the internal traders may in effect eliminate some smaller producers, or erode their profit margins. Extrapolating further possible implications from this,
small producers might go out of business as a consequence, which could in turn stimulate risks of increased illegal mining and trading by creating greater space for these activities to occur, space that is
currently occupied by smaller registered producers. On the other side of the spectrum, the number of
exporters is likely to increase if a transition of some internal traders to registered exporter status is
anticipated. Will the latter then increase competition and result in higher prices being paid to mining
companies and cooperatives (and a lower profit margin for the exporters)?
Feedback from stakeholders suggested a number of potential supply chain alternatives. Given the
Rwandan government’s prioritisation of mining value retention and reinvestment into the mining sector, as well as the current developmental phase of the sector, it may be an appropriate moment to consider some form of stakeholder-owned mineral board, perhaps under the aegis of the RMA, which
would either work with or replace the exporter tier. This could potentially help facilitating a revenue
distribution along the supply chain, which would be equitable and orientated to reinvestment into the
mining sector. It could be linked to a schema of tax breaks for reinvestment into the sector and/or value added activities, such as refining or smelting27. While such moves might not accord with more orthodox precepts of the free market, one could argue that they would merely be an adaptive accommodation with ongoing market conditions. It is important to remember that due to geography Rwanda’s
challenge is to develop its mining sector within the current context of international and industry-led
regulatory due diligence regimes for conflict-free minerals from the GLR, which are themselves an a
priori distortion of the free market. In this context, a mineral board might also be tasked to contribute
to monitoring due diligence levies in Rwanda as indicated below.
Other options, which might increase revenue distribution back upstream to producers and miners,
could also include the encouragement of the grouping together of larger-scale mining companies as
exporter consortiums, trading their own minerals to downstream buyers as well as potentially serving
as trading consolidator for smaller mining entities. This would thus consolidate economies of scale,
bypassing the trader/exporter tier in order to increase margins for upstream producers. These increased margins could be channelled into reinvestment in the sector as well as raising prices paid to
miners for their per kg production. The government could play a regulatory role, ensuring that such
innovations fulfilled the objective of equitable and reinvestment-focused supply chain revenue distribution.

27

This is partly already the case for licence contracts involving FDI and some larger companies.
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Conclusions

Rwanda’s mining sector, developed since the 1930s, has always been an important contributor to the
national industrial base, with 3T minerals representing one of the key export products of Rwanda. The
Green Paper on the Mining Policy (MINIFOM, 2010), underlines the significance of the sector, seeing
mining growth, higher sectorial productivity and increased investment as a pathway towards increased tax revenue, employment, rates of pay and continued mineral exports. However, macroeconomic data say little about how mining-related revenues and profits circulate within the Rwandan
economy or indeed how much of its overall value remains within the country. Rwanda is a densely
populated country where land use competition will remain an issue for the foreseeable future. Defining the benefits of mining to the national and local economies and the citizens of Rwanda will become
an increasingly important consideration when choosing mining over competing land uses. Despite its
growing importance, this aspect of mining seems to have received remarkably little attention so far.
This will need to change, and this study is understood as a contribution to this evaluation process.
On paper, the 3T mineral supply chain in Rwanda is relatively straightforward with the main entities
being mine workers (sometimes managed via subcontractors), mining companies and cooperatives,
and mineral exporters. In reality, it is complex, with multiple overlapping actors and roles and a wide
variety of business models, particularly at the mining company / cooperative level. The Rwandan regulatory authorities took action in 2014 to streamline the supply chain by starting to remove the tier of
internal traders occasionally placed between smaller companies and exporters, so potentially liberating the latters’ profit margin for distribution among other supply chain actors.
The mining sector currently employs ca. 34,000 mine workers – these are probably the least transitive
or most passive agents in the mineral supply chain. In a context where there is a large population in a
limited area, there is little or no constraint on the supply of manual labour and therefore mine workers
have little leverage in terms of establishing an equitable share of the overall revenue generated from
mining (so far, this leverage mainly rests with the exporters). Despite this, on average, mine workers
paid according to production receive a reasonable portion of the overall revenue (median between 4040% of the adjusted export value of cassiterite, wolframite and mixed cassiterite-coltan preconcentrates). Furthermore, since the introduction of levies to auto-finance supply chain due diligence
in Rwanda (2011), comprising ca. 2-4% of the mineral export value, as well as since the 4% royalty on
3T minerals came into force (September 2013), all being levied at the export stage, there does not ap- 53 -
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pear to have been a consistent dip in the price per kg paid to mine workers that one would expect if
such costs were being passed up along the entire supply chain (costs are often passed up to the level of
mining companies, though, as noted below).
It was very noticeable that there is a considerable spread of mining incomes across the range of mining companies and cooperatives selected as representative for this study. While some of the larger
mining companies seem to offer lower remuneration to mine workers than their smaller competitors,
this is to a certain degree unsurprising due to their greater fiscal compliance (with PAYE, RSSB, VAT,
CIT, and so on), leading to higher running costs and arguably less latitude for higher salaries or mineral purchase prices, as well as productivity-improving mining equipment or mine development. Taking
measures for improved tax compliance of smaller mining companies while also encouraging these to
step up investment as outlined below may thus contribute to levelling out the playing field in these
regards.
The majority of mining companies and cooperatives pay their mining workforce according to the volume of production, as opposed to fixed salaries. However, some mine worker focus groups noted their
preference for fixed salaries, on account of financial security. At the same time, the management of
some mining companies which remunerated with fixed salaries also stated their intention to move
back towards a payment system based upon volumes of production, due to the fixed salary’s financial
security allegedly being a disincentive to increased levels of production. It is probable that the most
effective and balanced remuneration system would be one based upon a fixed base salary supplemented with a volume-linked premium or bonus.
Access to markets is a critical component of mining sector growth. Maintaining access requires Rwanda to demonstrate that its mineral supply chains are conflict-free using institutionalised due diligence
systems on mineral traceability and certification. This is presently done through the iTSCi scheme
(with a progressively increasing relevance of the RCM), auto-financed through levies from mineral exporters. Thus, market access for Rwandan minerals comes at additional costs (ca. 2-4%, depending on
the mineral), which are mostly passed on from exporters to their upstream suppliers, that is, mining
companies and cooperatives. These actors, especially the smaller scale companies, are often in an information vacuum as to how specifically these external due diligence costs are being passed on upstream by the exporter. Often, the companies and cooperatives do not receive the breakdown of
charges and their attendant calculations. This indicates a lack of transparency. While full transparency
would require exporters to reveal their margin, which for obvious reasons would be commercially unfeasible, a greater degree of transparency and monitoring, with a breakdown of relevant charges perhaps required by government regulations, would create a more open market and return agency upstream to the companies and cooperatives. Moreover, the same principle of mandatory transparency
and monitoring could also apply to the expenditures and accounting of due diligence fees received for
the on-going implementation of the iTSCi scheme in Rwanda.
There is a growing consensus that the mining sector is approaching a pivotal point. Mineral exports
have approached record levels over the last years, and the majority of thus generated earnings seem to
be retained in the country (even if not re-invested into the mining sector itself). However, it is unlikely
that current production can be further increased to meet government growth targets using artisanal
methods alone; investment in mechanisation, where appropriate, will be required to increase production and maintain the role of the mining sector as a major exporter. Implemented appropriately,
(semi-) mechanisation offers the opportunity to both increase productivity and extend the lifespan of
mine sites. Increased productivity and extended site lifespan would have an obvious impact on supply
chain revenue distribution – with the Rwandan practice of payment to the miners generally based on
volumes of production. Innovative approaches will be required to ensure that employment levels are
not significantly affected by mechanisation, for example by offsetting reduced employment of miners
with increased employment of mineral washers and ore/waste transporters, while also building capacities to facilitate some mine workers to operate more advanced mining and processing equipment.
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At present, a fundamental challenge is the relative lack of investment, and access to funds for investment, in the sector: Rwanda’s mining sector suffers from undercapitalization. While mining companies
have tried to borrow money, the perception that the industry is not sufficiently stable has made it difficult to secure loans. That is apparently in the process of changing. It would be useful for the government to start monitoring systematically the amounts loaned, the amounts requested and the terms and
conditions that have been applied (e.g. security against which the loan has been made). There are no
statistics regarding loans made versus loans declined, but this information could be acquired via
commercial banks in the future. It may be that both government and the financial sector need to think
imaginatively about solutions. These could involve capacity building for local banks so that they can
better understand both the ASM business and the Rwandan mining sector in general; banks lending
against mining permits which could serve as security; potential mentoring of companies and cooperatives in their business plan development; or the possible role of government in guaranteeing loans for
mining sector entities for the purposes of exploration and mine development. While exporters are also
currently filling the gap through pre-financing, it remains to be seen whether this investment and its
implied move towards vertical integration is sustainable over the medium to long-term, on its current
scale.
The relative lack of available finance for the mining sector impacts on the need for technical upgrades.
This may sometimes take the form of increased mechanisation, both in terms of productivity and recoverability. However, it is important to observe that in some cases increased mechanisation may not
be the panacea. What is uniformly required is the formalisation or professionalization of the ASM sector. The latter does not equate to industrialisation, but rather upskilling stakeholders regarding mine
development and business planning, as well as appropriate management of basic procedures of professional record keeping and reporting. This might also liberate additional investment potential
through mining companies themselves, who are currently obtaining 20-44% of the adjusted export
value of 3T minerals but prefer to re-invest their profits in other sectors due to the perceived risks associated with mining. Both government and industry bodies such as the RMA could play key roles to
facilitate such professionalization through developing appropriate capacity building or peer-learning
tools.
It is also critical to bear in mind that a commitment to formalisation alone is not going to guarantee a
prospering ASM sector. While capacity building and mechanisation are worthy aims in principle one
also needs to consider that a number of the mineral occurrences in Rwanda may not economically and
geologically justify substantial investment, for example due to erratic, small ore bodies. These ore
body characteristics also make exploration (to define resources) more difficult, while even more so of
course for feasibility studies (to define reserves). Thus it is probably advisable to take a somewhat
cautionary approach to some of the risks involved, so as to avoid an over-simplistic assumption of universal mining development through mechanisation. Just as the ASM approach is more appropriate for
many deposits where the grade is too low to be profitable for industrial operations, so part of the sector can be transformed from artisanal to economically viable small scale mining. However, the agencies responsible for Rwanda’s mining governance and development will also have to develop policies
for dealing with deposits which prove to be sub-economic, whether through subsidy, or even consolidating or closing down such sites. This might be based on developing and building capacities for simplified ore deposit assessment techniques, as feasible in the ASM sector.
Local banks are now beginning to be more open to the prospect of lending to the mining sector. In
part, this reflects supportive actions by the Rwandan Government, which has publicly called for increased lending in the last year. However, lending will probably be a tentative process on the part of
finance institutions, and initially only the very strongest or well-connected candidates would be likely
to secure funding. Moreover, while it is highly recommended that the government – perhaps in partnership with development partners – should expand its efforts to build up geological data, possibly
through embarking upon a country-wide geological survey flanked with capacity building for explora- 55 -
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tion and deposit evaluation techniques for companies and cooperatives themselves, in the current absence of such data, government and international partners could explore various small-scale lending
paradigms to support the mining sector. Indeed, microfinance and credit have significantly benefited
the agricultural sector in Rwanda, and a similar model could be implemented for small-scale mining
operations.
Finally, tweaking of the supply chain as through encouragement of larger scale mining companies to
group together as an exporting consortium or exploring the introduction of a stakeholder-owned mineral board, working with or as a replacement to the exporter tier, are all potential interventions, which
could facilitate supply chain revenue redistribution and reinvestment into the mining sector.
Despite the caveats and qualifications, and the undoubted need for a realistic perspective on the sector’s opportunities for future development, Rwanda’s mining sector has been a driver of growth, as
well as a springboard for the development and diversification of livelihoods and industry. The current
challenges facing the sector can be viewed as opportunities for further progressive change and sectorial development. Within a regional context, Rwanda’s mining sector has frequently been path-finding
in its adoption and development of policies aimed towards both formalisation and growth. The recommendations that follow are intended as a modest contribution to this ongoing process.
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Recommendations and Further Research

The recommendations presented in this section are based on the following specific assumptions:





Professionalised small-scale operations, where this is geologically and economically feasible, delivering local benefits to communities, tax revenue to government and profits to owners/shareholders should become a more important part of the mining sector in Rwanda;
Concentrating or consolidating operations into a smaller number of larger sites, may work in certain areas, but if universally applied in Rwanda will result in a decline in local benefits and an increase in illegal mining and trading of minerals from underutilised or abandoned small-scale deposits;
Subsidies could be a short-term transitional mechanism to support professionalization of small
companies and cooperatives, but would not be economically sustainable in the long term (or
beneficial as they might ultimately become a substitute for sustainable profitability).

The authors consider that the professionalization of small companies and cooperatives is the fundamental first step in development of a robust and economically sustainable mining sector in Rwanda.
More generally, the recommendations also take into consideration the following desirable outcomes
from interventions by actors in Rwanda’s mineral supply chain. These outcomes are some of the key
factors that define a robust and sustainable mining sector:






A stable mining sector that has greater access to credit;
Sustained or increased production levels, with mining keeping or expanding its role as a key export earner and off-farm employer, as well as leading to increased fiscal receipts;
Increased productivity with more efficient mining and mineral processing operations and optimisation of grade-recovery trade-offs;
Increased retention of value in Rwanda; namely, the reinvestment of profits in-country, and ideally largely back into the mining sector, so reducing likelihood of profit expatriation;
Decreased risks and incentives for illegal mining and trading.

Many of the recommendations below (primary and secondary), although designed to stand alone, are
interlinked and thus, if implemented holistically, would have an impact multiplier effect, e.g. skills
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knowledge transfer with improved access to credit would contribute greatly to potential upscaling of
productivity through mechanisation.
9.1

Primary Recommendations

Two primary recommendations have been developed with a focus on the professionalization of small
mining companies and cooperatives. These include (1) facilitating skills and knowledge transfer within
the mining sector, and (2) improving access to credit; both of these recommendations are based on the
following five criteria:
 Demonstrable strategic objective;
 Feasibility of implementation, using existing instruments, processes or actors;
 Relevance to key issues currently facing the mineral sector and its stakeholders in Rwanda;
 Short timeframe to initiate planning and implementation; and
 Potential for a significant positive impact that can be measured, monitored and reported.
Recommendation 1: Enable Skill and Knowledge Transfer
A government-led scheme to facilitate transfer of skills and knowledge between mineral supply chain
members should be developed, with the principal objective of improving the business, financial and
technical skills of smaller mining companies and cooperatives as part of an overall programme to professionalise the Rwandan mining sector (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Conceptual framework for skill and knowledge transfer targeting Rwanda’s mining sector

Detailed processes associated with the above recommendation are summarised in the following table.
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Table 8: Processes to facilitate skill and knowledge transfer in Rwanda’s mining sector
Topic
Principal skill
transfer
direction

Responsibilities

Key topics

Suitable pathways for skill
transfer

Support

Contributions by
larger companies

Process

From larger to smaller mining companies and cooperatives: larger companies have
skills and knowledge related to business planning, mine development, financial and
technical management, all of which are critical for the development of an economically
sustainable and robust business. Smaller companies and cooperatives typically lack
these skills and knowledge and are unable or unwilling to commit the funds necessary
to address this through training or employment of qualified staff. It is important to bear
in mind that skills and knowledge transfer does not simply apply to the implementation
of mechanisation or improved book-keeping. A significant cohort in the sector would
benefit from capacity building in processes and techniques for mine management;

From government departments to smaller mining companies and cooperatives:
government departments have a good understanding of the legal and regulatory requirements that all companies and cooperatives must meet. However, the understanding of why and how data and information should be made available to government departments may be limited within smaller companies and cooperatives and needs to be
improved.

MINIRENA and RNRA/GMD, with potential involvement of RDB, and in consultation
with mining companies and cooperatives as well as RMA;

Government agencies to lead the process of developing a framework/platform for the
scheme, identifying participants (trainers) from larger mining companies and government departments willing and able to transfer relevant skills and knowledge, as well as
suitable trainees.

Business and administrative management (including the production of business plans
to support access to credit);

Financial planning and management;

Technical planning (including grade-recovery trade-offs, options for mechanisation,
and deposit evaluation).

District-level workshops and periodic refresher or topic-specific workshops held in
Kigali. Workshops should first focus on the need to sensitise miners as to the need for
professional accounting and book-keeping skills; government could act as a convenor
and facilitator for such workshops (while noting that government employees could also
benefit from such a sectorial capacity building process);

Excursions and field trips for on-the-job training components (or facilitate internships
for longer periods of on-the-job training);

Host and establish online content on the RNRA or MINIRENA (or RMA) websites, including (1) an online forum to exchange on mining in Rwanda; this could also be extended towards development of a basic business-to-business platform, e.g., for local
procurement in mining; (2) “one-stop” information sources/training materials for registered users.

Larger mining company involvement in bridging the skills gap through peer-training
should be encouraged by the government; this could be leveraged through the RMA;

Identify appropriate mechanisms for quantifying and paying the related costs of larger
companies acting as trainers (while there should be no fees charged by company staff,
it is appropriate to ensure all other expenses are reimbursed);

Supplement the training efforts of larger companies by systematically embedding training elements in every GMD-led mine inspection, where appropriate, in order to maximise the benefits of site visits. This includes various relevant topics such as record keeping or due diligence meaning and responsibilities. If necessary, stand-alone on-site
training might need to be developed, discrete from the inspection process, to account
for time constraints during the latter.

Develop simple information appropriate to the transfer pathway selected (may include
documents and explanations in Kinyarwanda) to be hosted online, communicated or
demonstrated through practical training, dissemination via local press/radio etc.;

Facilitate access to operations and procedures for training purposes;

Coordinate private sector training support, e.g., via RMA.
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Recommendation 2: Facilitate Improved Access to Credit for Mining Companies
Small mining companies and cooperatives have restricted access to credit due to the perceived and
actual instability of the mining sector and the frequent lack of assets on which to secure loans and
credit. At present, the principal route to financial support for small mining companies and cooperatives is through business relationships and pre-financing agreements with some exporters. It is also
important that loans and credit are not be deployed systematically to cover running costs, as opposed
to mining development and productivity improvements. Access to diversified sources of credit would
improve companies and cooperatives control over management of their financial position and commercial relationships. It would also enhance access to funding for other activities that support the professionalization of small mining companies and cooperatives, such as resource evaluation, mine planning and implementing the process of appropriate mechanisation.

Figure 15: Conceptual framework to improve access to credit in the mining sector

The potential role of the financial sector in addressing issues of under-investment, undercapitalisation,
and access to credit should be defined. Financial institutions should assess, define and report the
structural issues that they perceive as barriers to increased lending to the mining sector. This may require capacity building with the assistance of the mining sector and relevant government departments
to improve understanding of mining company and cooperative business prospects. Financial institutions should also define what would be considered ‘assets’ in the context of small mining companies
and cooperatives against which they would be willing to lend as per the requirements of the respective
financial institutions (for example, detailed business plans, the mining license, or credible estimates of
resources and reserves).
Beyond the financial sector, the government itself could play an active and important role in the process of increasing lending for mining sector development. As it is the case in other countries, potential
mechanisms could be explored that would allow it to act as a guarantor for loans and credit to small
companies and cooperatives, whether for prospecting, exploration or exploitation activities. Further
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microcredit and small-scale financing options for mining sector investment could be directly explored
by government, possibly in tandem with development partners. This might involve allocating a proportion of mining royalties to an investment fund for mining development28 as discussed in this report.
These loans should not act as subsidies to support operational costs of mining, but would be exclusively destined to upgrade exploration, mining and recovery processes, requiring the parallel setup of a
government monitoring mechanism to ensure appropriate use of funds.

9.2

Secondary Recommendations and Further Research Opportunities

A number of secondary, more conceptual recommendations are listed in Table 9 below. While the implementation of these recommendations would likely contribute to the development of a more robust
and sustainable mining sector with a broad range of beneficiaries, their successful implementation is
either dependent on first improving the professionalization of small companies and cooperatives, or
there are other prerequisites that must first be addressed for there to be a realistic chance of success.
Table 9 also lists some recommendations for further research, some of which will support the future
implementation of the noted recommendations.
Table 9: Secondary Study Recommendations and Further Research Opportunities
Improve policies to increase benefits from mining for local communities
Secondary recommendation
There is currently no model for mining sector revenue redistribution (World Bank, 2014). Mining companies’
contribution to local communities and local government in Rwanda seems relatively negligible. However, it is
important to bear in mind that may at least in part be due to the lack of any system of monitoring such contributions at the province, district or sector levels. If the proposed ring-fencing of a proportion of the 4% royalty were
to be implemented, besides 1% to the national treasury and 2% going to a putative mining sector credit fund,
there might also be 1% which could be formally allocated to the local government and community, probably at
the district level. This should consolidate mining sector accountability and regulation at the local government
level.
Moreover, whereas mining sector development elsewhere often involves tensions over miner immigrant population influx, in Rwanda the relatively low qualification threshold required for entry into the miner workforce
means that most miners come from the immediate vicinity of the mine. Thus, most of their income generated
from mining is spent in local communities close to the mine site. As a result there is currently little tension regarding local content. However, as the sector develops and becomes in some cases more mechanized and so
technologically sophisticated, it would be advisable (e.g., for RMA) to draw up a suggested best practice local
content policy for its members, drawing upon lessons learnt both in Rwanda and the wealth of experience from
other countries.
Technical upgrades and transition to appropriate mechanisation of mining and processing
Secondary recommendation
The productivity of small mining companies and cooperatives is limited by reliance (for most) on manual methods of production. There is a need to complete a detailed cost-benefit analysis for different types of mechanisation options (for mining, mineral processing and ore/waste transportation).
Based on such a cost-benefit analysis, the government, in partnership with appropriate private sector partners
(including companies, cooperatives and possibly RMA) should define appropriate reference technology for a
broad typology of mining operations. This process should give due consideration to balancing improvements in
productivity with maintaining or increasing employment opportunities (by, for example, trading decreased mine
28

E.g., at annual exports of USD200 million, mobilising a proportion of 2% through royalty ring-fencing yields USD4 million
per annum. While this is likely insufficient to cover all funding requirements, it could provide important impetus to the
process, while also considering that sufficient time will be required for adequate capacity building of small mining companies and cooperatives in terms of business planning (see first recommendation).
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worker jobs with increased jobs operating appropriate low-tech processing equipment).
This recommendation is in fact linked with the issue of access to credit. Indeed, mechanisation, where appropriate, will depend upon access to funds to make the upgrading transition. Moreover, there are a number of complicated aspects to the issue of mechanisation. Besides the undesirability of mechanisation resulting in reduced
employment in the mining sector, there’s also the reality that in some cases, mechanisation may not be appropriate, e.g. single mines may sometimes not justify such an investment whereas several mines together might be
sufficiently cost effective. Mining companies and cooperatives, as well as lenders, will need to approach this on a
case-by-case basis, and integrate it with capacity building on the geological evaluation of mines and mineral deposits.
Streamlining and Certification of Mineral Supply Chains
Secondary recommendation
There are a number of ways in which both the private sector and the government could encourage further revenue redistribution upstream, so enabling increased reinvestment in the mining sector. Given the relative constraints facing the sector’s access to credit, reinvestment is one potential response to the sectorial credit squeeze.
One option would be to pilot an exporting model by which larger scale mining companies grouped together as a
consortium and thus with the benefit of economies of scale negotiated directly with downstream buyers, so cutting out in this particular case the trader/exporter tier. This might also open the room for negotiations with
downstream buyers closer to end users, beyond international mineral traders or smelters – for marketing and
other reasons, such buyers might be interesting in setting up streamlined, closed-pipe (but still commercially
viable) supply chains for their product components in order to eventually provide a certified product for end
users. Certification, in that case would not have to be restricted to conflict-free, but should be broadened to responsible ASM practice, taking due account of health and safety, environmental and community development
standards. The existence of and experience with CTC standards in Rwanda, included in the national Mining Code
of Practice, could be leveraged in this regard. Setup of integrated certified supply chains linked up with close and
visible end user product engagement could, to a certain extent, also act as a buffer against recurring risks of market access restrictions applying to “common” minerals.
The consortium could be the route by which a larger scale company might serve as an agglomerating hub for
smaller scale and geographically close companies and cooperatives to consolidate their minerals, thus also benefiting from economies of scale. This would not have as its objective the elimination of the exporter tier. Rather,
the introduction of an alternative whereby the supply chain would effectively bifurcate along two potentially
competing tracks – the traditional exporter and the mining company consortium as exporter – could introduce a
further degree of competition into the marketplace.
Such a pilot project might be implemented under the aegis of the RMA, and could require a relatively light touch
regulatory oversight by government. However, the inevitable delay in payment by downstream buyers, otherwise often absorbed by the exporters, could potentially cause a liquidity squeeze for mining company members
of the consortium. Thus, government (or another mechanism such as a designated mining fund), or possibly
downstream supply chain partners might need to intervene temporarily with seed funding as a bridge loan.
Identification of mechanisms to improve record keeping and data management
Secondary recommendation
Private sector companies and cooperatives must address the very significant data and information availability
and quality issues that presently exist. This will require training, and increased investment in information management systems. In parallel, regulators should also consider how they assess the operations of companies and
cooperatives and the minimum acceptable standard for data and documents that would allow robust audits to be
undertaken. Progress with this recommendation is heavily dependent on progress with professionalization of
small mining companies and cooperatives in particular (where the most serious deficiencies exist with respect to
record keeping and data management).
Cost-benefit and efficiency analysis of the iTSCi scheme
Future research option
The lack of budgetary transparency regarding the iTSCi scheme makes it very difficult to evaluate the relationship between the efficiency of the scheme and its operational costs. In the interests of making the Rwandan mining sector as internationally competitive as possible, lower due diligence costs would be preferable, though al- 62 -
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ways maintaining and optimizing the integrity and efficiency of the respective due diligence system. It may be
that potential excess income accrued to the due diligence system during the years of high mineral prices could
either be refunded or redistributed upstream, or kept as a cushion fund to compensate for those leaner years
when mineral prices have ebbed. However, in order to conduct a cost benefit analysis of iTSCi, there would need
to be close and transparent cooperation from ITRI. While the latter would understandably be wary of releasing
commercially confidential information to a third party, a cost-benefit analysis owned and implemented by the
Rwandan government into the functioning of its national traceability system would doubtless involve the cooperation of all stakeholders and entities operating in Rwanda.
Extension of the present study by RNRA/GMD staff
Future research option
The present study analysed data and based its principal discussion on four out of the 30 districts in Rwanda.
Even though the evaluated set of mining companies and other supply chain stakeholders is regarded as representative, further sampling should be undertaken by RNRA/GMD staff. This would serve to update or/and supplement the sampling undertaken as part of this pilot study, and to extend surveying activities into additional
districts and a larger number of mining companies, cooperatives and exporters. Although this work will
strengthen the analysis, it should be deferred until professionalization activities and interventions to improve
record keeping and data management are having a measurable positive impact. Otherwise, RNRA/GMD staff will
face the same serious issues relating to data and document availability and quality as described in this study.
Independent feasibility study of in-country mineral smelting and refining
Future research option
The feasibility and economic benefits of in-country smelting and refining (private or government-owned facility)
of the 3Ts should be independently assessed through a feasibility study, perhaps jointly commissioned by relevant government agencies (e.g. RNRA/GMD, RDB, environmental regulatory authorities) and the private sector.
The study should give due consideration to existing smelting equipment in Rwanda, lessons learnt from the past
(SOMIRWA operated the Karuruma smelter from 1981-85), current and potential future national and regional
mineral supply to feed the smelter, international metal market trend analysis, potential operating costs and infrastructural constraints, local provision of a suitable labour force and materials, CFSP accreditation requirements, as well as modern smelting and refining technology available for different scales of production and the
recovery of valuable commodities that are currently exported in-concentrate at no value to Rwanda (e.g. tantalum in tin slags). The impact of long-term in-country smelting and refining on the nature and structure of the
Rwandan mineral supply chain should also be investigated in detail.
The role of subsidies in maintaining and developing Rwanda’s mining sector
Future research option
A more detailed analysis of the potential role of subsidies should be undertaken in the context of ongoing efforts
to professionalise small mining companies and cooperatives. A number of research questions should be investigated:







What proportion of deposits cannot economically and geologically justify substantial investment (e.g. due
to erratic, small ore bodies) and can therefore only be operated profitably at the very smallest level (e.g.
individual artisanal mine workers)?
How many small mining companies and cooperatives are in fact exploiting such deposits and therefore
have little realistic prospect of operating profitably, whether professionalised or not?
Should such companies be subsidised to, for example, maintain employment and protect against illegal
mining and trading of minerals from abandoned and closed operations? Are the costs of subsidisation outweighed by the benefits of maintaining employment and managing illegal mining and trading risks?
Should the concept of subsidisation be linked to and triggered by significant downturns in mineral market
prices? If so, how should the buffering effect of commercial terms agreed between mining companies and
cooperatives and exporters be accounted for?
What are the macro- and micro-economic and social consequences of not subsidising mines that are clearly
not economically viable (and which have little prospect of becoming so) and simply allowing them to close
in response to market forces?
Is there an optimum blend of small, consolidated, and larger operations in terms of economic and employment benefits, management of illegal mining and trading risks and environmental/social considerations?
What might the role of subsidisation be in maintaining this blend?
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Exploring the optimised availability and use of geological and mineralogical data
Future research option
Database options for updating and collating available geological and mineralogical exploration and mining data
from recent and historical records should be investigated, and integrated with the concept of a geology and mineral information system, as recently set up, for example, by the Geological Survey of Tanzania. This would serve
to support miners and potential investors to evaluate relevant geological, in particular metallogenic features of
Rwandan mineral occurrences and deposits so as to inform their own exploration and deposit evaluation efforts.
Analysis of database options should consider:

How data will be entered and accessed;

How to address potentially sensitive or confidential data;

How the quality of data can be assessed and noted;

The requirements of different potential end users (e.g. prospectors, mining companies and investors);

The use of data in defining (qualitatively, semi-quantitatively or quantitatively) mineral resources and reserves.
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Annex: Data Evaluation
This study integrates qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative data. Originally, it was anticipated
that comprehensive quantitative data would be obtained during field research and that this could be
relied on in order to systematically evaluate mineral price trends, company profits and other relevant
economic factors over the last five years. However, this approach needed to be adapted to a certain
extent due to the authors’ evaluation of data and document availability and quality as follows.
Data and Document Availability
There was a wide spectrum, from poor to moderate to good, of data and document availability among
mining companies and cooperatives and other mineral supply chain stakeholders included in this
study. In the majority of cases, mining company related information is split between mine sites and a
central office in Kigali, with neither location holding a complete set of documents. In the majority of
such cases, data and documents were incomplete to a variable extent, even when considering the combined records available. A smaller fraction of companies had the full set expected data and information
available.
In some cases, financial accounts were clearly incomplete and being managed by people without adequate or appropriate training. It appears unlikely that some companies would successfully pass a rigorous financial audit, based on the apparent gaps in available financial information. More generally,
record-keeper experience and expertise were extremely variable. This, in tandem with the widespread
reliance on hard copies appears to lead to substantial document loss and misfiling over time. There
was limited (and in some cases, no) data for the period 2009-2012. In part, this reflects that most
companies are still young as the stepwise re-privatisation of the Rwandan mining sector itself has only
started relatively recently. Data coverage for 2013-2014 was better, but still incomplete in many cases.
The reasons for limited availability of data and documents are assumed to include:








Lost or misfiled data and documents;
Illegible or otherwise spoiled documents;
Original documents sent to government department with no copy made/retained;
Responsible person(s) unaware that requested data and documents exist;
General lack of documentation of certain procedures or events;
Personal, company or institutional decision to decline or only partially fulfil research team requests (due to perceived confidentiality issues or more general concerns regarding the release
of ‘sensitive’ data);
Delayed response (data and documents may be made available at a future time, potentially
outside of the reporting period for this study).

Assignment of one or more specific reasons to each known gap is not possible, but it is reasonable to
assume that all of these reasons have played a part in creating the data gaps as they stand at present.
While the specific reason or reasons will vary from one site to the next, addressing the need for the
systematic availability of data and documents requires efforts by both government and the private sector.
Data Quality
A qualitative assessment of the overall quality and coverage of data acquired for each stakeholder
(taking into consideration multiple information sources such as mine workers, company/cooperative
management, site offices, Kigali offices if relevant and government departments) was completed by the
authors and found that half of the companies can be rated as “moderate” while ca. 25% are to be rated
as “good” and “poor”, respectively. While the information quality for companies rated as “poor” is
mostly inconsistent, even for companies rated as “moderate” the internal plausibility of the obtained
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data (e.g., cross-checking total payments to miners, production levels and reported buying prices) is
often limited. In the absence of adequate documentation/data covering longer periods of time, anecdotal evidence presented by interviewees during focus group discussions can often only be considered as
a snapshot of somewhat limited value. There was limited opportunity to triangulate (i.e. to validate
data): in many cases, triangulation attempts reinforced the conclusion that portions of the data were
incomplete, inaccurate or subject to other limitations that constrain its value in subsequent analysis.
Implications for Quantitative Study Findings
Despite a relatively extended period of field work, the multiple and persistent efforts of the research
team and follow-up calls and visits, a significant number of data and data plausibility gaps remain for
the reasons indicated above. These gaps undermine the ability to complete a quantitative analysis of
revenue distribution along the supply chain and the partitioning of due diligence costs. Systematically
assessing data trends across the past five years has not been possible due to the lack of reliable data
such that only snapshots are discussed. Internal plausibility checks on the available data confirm the
accuracy of the data provided by some companies while pointing to problems for data provided by
other companies (and mine workers). The authors have considered these data limitations carefully in
their analysis and suggest that the models and discussions presented in this study are reasonably robust to the extent possible while noting the limitations on representative and accurate data availability.
The observed information and data gaps also have implications for supply chain due diligence. The
OECD Due Diligence guidance recommends that supply chain stakeholders (including ASM enterprises) keep relevant records for a minimum of 5 years as well as to publicly report on due diligence activities (OECD 2013). The question of adequate record keeping and reporting accuracy (including nonpublic reporting to government) for several mining companies raised in this research may cause questions, in particular during rigorous due diligence or financial auditing (which was not the objective of
the present study). While most companies do keep iTSCi logbooks on file, part of the information documented therein tends to be incomplete, unclear or erroneous (e.g., regarding the grade of preconcentrates) and does not necessarily cover all relevant due diligence aspects of a given company’s
operations. Initiation of a training and capacity building programme, notably for small companies,
aimed at improving their understanding and management of record keeping procedures would hence
be beneficial.
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